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Europe's Leading Music Business Roper: A Morgan-Grampian Publication
MUSIC WEEK
LEADSOFFICIAL!
CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
(hat Music Week is (he
unrivalled market leader of the
music industry trade press is
contained in an independent
readership survey conducted by
NOP Market Research Ltd. The
survey sample of 473
record retailers was spread over
independent shops, chain stores
and department stores.
The figures reveal that a
resounding 99 per cent received
Music Week compared to 56
per cent receiving Record
Business and 46 per cent
receiving Radio and Record
News.
The retailers were asked which
music publication chart they
referred to most often and 82
per cent opted for Music
Week's, while two per cent
preferred Radio and Record
News and some mentioned the
Record Business chart.
Full details of the NOP Market
Research Survey Of The Music
Industry Trade Press will be
published in next week's Music
Week.
Polygram gets
new supervisor
POLYGRAM LEISURE is
appointing a new management
executive as managing director with
a specific brief to "supervise the
record activities of the Polygram
Group in (he United Kingdom". The
newcomer is David Fine, presently
managing director of the South
African record company Gallo Ltd.
Fine takes up his posilion in
February of next year and Stephen
Gottlieb, chairman of Polygram
Leisure in London, explains the
appointment as being necessitated
by the group's "dramatic growth in
turnover".
As md of Polygram, Fine will also
oversee the music publishing
activities of Chappell and Intersong.
the direct mail operation of
Britannia Music and the production
of feature and TV films through
Polvtel Film.
CHART
ACTION
GREASE RELEASES its hold
on the No.l posilion as the
Boomlown Rals' Ral Trap takes
over Ihc lop spot and Summer
Nights falls to No.5. But Olivia
Newton John's Hopelessly
Devoted To You moves up to
No.2 and Showaddywaddy jump
from 16 to No.L. The eight new
entries arc headed by Rod
Stewart's Do You Think I'm
Sexy? (14), Chic's Lc Freak (40)
and Ashford and Simpson's II
Seems To Hang On (SO). Rising
well arc Phil Hurtl (5J to 36).
Hot Gossip (61 to 31) and Elkie
Brooks(62 lo33).

BBC Radio
EMB

acts

record
by TERRI ANDERSON
RECORD TOKEN credit holdups, which aroused considerable
protest from dealers in the
months following last
Christmas, should be over for
good. A simple but potentially
highly effective plan for dealing
with the huge post-Christmas
returns has been worked out
between EMI Record Tokens
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changes in
jeopardy
FOLLOWING THE shelving of
plans for last weekend's much
vaunted complete separation of
BBC Radios One and Two and
(he launch of 24 hour
broadcasting on Radio Two due
on November 23 (he whole
concept is in jeopardy.
The refusal of the Association
of Broadcasting Staff to accept
(he new management proposals
has played havoc with carefully
planned schedules due to operate
from this week. Manning levels
lie at the heart of the dispute and
the problem is that (here are just
not enough trained technical
staff at the BBC.
So out go shows from new
Radio One recruits Andy Peebles
and Mike Read and also
scrapped is (he Saturday evening
Discovatin' show fro-m
Manchester. Other non-starters
are the extensions to Dave Lee
Travis' Breakfast Show and Kid
Jensen's early evening
programme, as well as Sunday
features The Moody Blues Story
and Star Special,
David Rider's new Saturdaymorning children's show
Playground is also sidelined and
Junior Choice will continue on
both One and Two.
There is no immediate
prospect of the BBC's ambitious
plans coming into being and
Radio One controller, Derek
Chinnery, says: "We arc
disappointed but look fonvard to
Mike Read and Andy Peebles
playing a full part in our
programme output."

problem

and the MTA and CRRC.
John Mew, dealer services
manager, told M If that the plan was
to divide the total number of retail
accounts which redeem tokens into
two parts. The division is
alphabetical: those whose account
numbers start with the fetters A-N
inclusive are the first group, and
those whose account numbers start
with P-U inclusive are the second.
Mew explained that the first group
will be asked to make their redeemed

AFTER HIS triumphant performance at London's The Venue last week, Dean
Friedman was presented with a silver disc for sales in excess of 250,000 of
his Lucky Stars single. With him at the presentation party at Rags were (I to r):
GTO Records marketing manager Michael Peyton, Friedman's persona!
manager Alan Hecht, Dean Friedman, Denise Marsa (who sings with him on
the record), Terry Cash man, of Lifesong Records USA, Dick Leahy, managing
director of GTO Records.

token returns between January 4 and
31. Credit for these will appear on
the February statement.
The second group is being asked
to make the returns between
February I and 28, for the credit to
appear on the March statement.
EMI Record Tokens does not
debit the dealers for the tokens they
order until they make their
returns. This is an attempt to avoid
dealers having cash flow problems
and, Mew pointed out, for the
dealers who both sell and redeem
tokens the system has the desired
effect. "We must make sure that
when a dealer is prevented from
making a return and getting credit,
he is not debited," he emphasised.
To help with the organisation of
the new system one other adjustment
is being made. To allow the Record
Tokens staff to be clear for NewYear action, dealers are asked to
make their final tokens returns of
this year before December 8, a week
earlier than the normal monthly
returns date.
Every account holder will be
receiving an explanatory letter and a
pre-printed returns label. These
labels will allow for identification of
which group the dealer using it to
make his New Year returns belongs
to. Dealers who send these returns in
at the wrong time will "go to the end
of the queue" and returns from
dealers complying with the new
system will have priority.
While the new system should
TO PAGE 4

Musexpo '78 was a
n
'happening' event
from NIGEL HUNTER
MIAMI BEACH; The fourth annual Musexpo event ended here on November
8 with a claim from its organiser Roddy Shashoua that it has now "happened"
as an event and broken even financially in the process.
He disclosed that a total of 2,600 event were poorly attended and the
people had attended the five-day star of the second, country singer
gathering at the Konover Hotel Bill Anderson, had to be dissuaded
representing 960 companies from 39
from cancelling his appearance
countries.
altogether. Shashoua admitted the
"It's really happened this year sparseness to support, but is
and everybody's done a deal,"
determined to organise further
added Shashoua. "We've had more showcases.
British people here than ever before,
• A full report on Musexpo 78 will
despite the withdrawal of the Board
appear in next week's MW
of Trade subsidy and almost all the
exhibitors from everywhere have Publishing page.
reconfirmed their bookings for next
year's event."
THIS WEEK
Shashoua told Music Week that
FIVE PAGES of comprehensive
the fifth Musexpo will be held earlier
music industry news (pp I to 6).
next year in the second week of
Tipshcct 8. Four pages of
October, probably between October
Retailing news, comment and
6 and 11. This change is being made
features (pp 10-16).
to avoid clashing too closely with
International 18, 20. Publishing
Jewish holy days and the Country
22. Broadcasting 24. Talent 26.
Music Association convention in
Classical 36. Album reviews 38,
Nashville. He confirmed that the
39. Factshccts 44. Disco chart
venue will again be Miami Beach,
etc 46. Singles releases 48,
but not necessarily at the Konover
Album chart 55. Singles chart
All three showcases staged at the
57. Performance 58.
Konover Theatre during the year's
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Parisian
CBS

National TV campaigns

trip on

Diamond
album for

for Queen

Christmas?
CBS IS hoping to release a new
Nell Diamond album, featuring
all newly recorded material,
before Christmas. Titled
American Popular Song, tracks
include his duet with Barbra
Streisand — You Don't Bring
Me Flowers, Bob Dylan's Lay
Lady Lay, Rocket Man and
You've Got Your Troubles.
Scheduled release date is
December 8, but MW
understands there have been
delays while a couple of tracks
are changed.
• EMI have just released the
compilation album. Neil
Diamond's 20 Golden Greats
backed with extensive TV
advertising. It is not yet known
whether CBS will TV advertise
American Popular Song.

LATEST TV campaign
announcements from EMI GRD are
for the Queen and Kate Bush LPs.
Both are national, and are supported
by press advertising and
merchandising.
Queen's Jazz album (EMA 788)
will be TV advertised from
December 11 through into January.
Trade and consumer press ads will
support that campaign and for
retailers there are window displays
featuring a five-foot high cut-out of
a nude lady on a bicycle.
There is a poster version of this
for shops, and another poster is for
the record buyers — free inside the
LP sleeve.
Kate Bush's Lionheart (EMA 787)
goes on TV from November 20
through December and this is
supported by press advertising, and
100 bus (front and back) ads.
There will also be 100 sites taken
in London stations and another 200

and

Kate Bush
tree poster for those who send off
the inlay card).
mnii
provincially. Window displays
Briefs...
feature a pyramid centrepiece.
RCA
RELEASES a compilation
Special campaigns are being run
for the cassette versions of these titled Nilsson's Greatest Music on
November 17, backed by full dealer
albums. Press ads are going into
support and advertising in the
motoring magazines {Autocar,
Motor, Autosport and Motor London freeshects Girl About Town
Ms. London, from December 1.
Racing).
There will be 2,500 colour browser
This, as GRD general manager
Peter Buckleigh points out, is cards, 50,000 consumer leaflets and
3,000
window streamers, all of
because statistics show that buyers
which feature the compilation LP
of these papers are likely to be 5n-car
(TL 42728/PK 42728) and the back
entertainment customers.
The Queen cassette has an inlay catalogue.
There will also be an LP insert
card which can be used to apply for
naming catalogue titles. Tracks
the free poster.
include Without You, Everybody's
Two other cassettes are being
given campaigns similar to the Talking, Me And My Arrow and
Kojak Columbo, plus tracks from
Queen and Bush albums — Olivia
the Touch Of Schmilsson In The
Newton John's Totally Lost and
Night LP such as As Time Goes By.
Wings Greatest (which also has a

Destined

for the charts
'DESTINY'
The Jacksons
great new album
Another dynamic album from
the Jacksons with success written
all over it.
'Destiny' features the hit single:
'Blame It On The Boogie'-and is
being supported by extensive
Music Press advertising and
Radio Commercials.
Order now-or you'll only
have yourselves to blame.

Jocktoa
So0^

a Platter
RFXORDS is
PSYCHO
..
Hpalcr window
d^splav'compclidon around the
new platters album, Reborn
<P
First"pH« is a weekend for
two in Paris. Second prize nrovided by EMI Music
Publishing is a pair of
see Evita, expenses
■
. paid. it mc
dealer lives otilstde London and
Display kits of posters
album sleeves arc available
through Spartan. Deale"
wishing to parlictpale should
take a photograph of their
display and send to Psycho
Records, 164 North Gower
Street, London NW1, before
December 11.
During the competition period
The Platters will be touring the
UK and making a number of TV
and radio appearances.

Radio boost for Miller
RADIO SPOTS on Capital, BRMB,
Clyde, City and Piccadilly, each
lasting 45 seconds, will promote
Phonogram's Steve Miller
compilation album. Greatest Hits
P
1974-1978. The album is released
this Friday and the campaign
follows during the second and third
weeks of November. The first 50,000
copies of the LP will retail at the
special price of £3.50, cassette,
£3.75. Additional promotion
includes music press advertising and
also in the Sunday Times and
Observer.

Stealin' Home to America
WIN A Trip to Los Angeles is the dealer incentive behind
Rockburgh's campaign for Stealin' Home, the new album from Ian
Matthews. A competition is being organised by Rockburgh md Sandy
Roberton in association with distributors Charmdale.
The scheme will take the form of a draw, with dealers purchasing
five or more copies of Stealin' Home on one order automatically
eligible for entry. Further orders placed for five or more copies will
thus increase chances of winning "the fabulous prize" — a (rip for
two to Los Angeles, as guests of Rockburgh Records, to see Ian
Matthews in concert at the Roxy for the highlight of his American
lour during (he second week in December.
Starting on November 10, (he scheme runs for three weeks, closing
on December 1, when the winning ticket will be drawn by Mike
Campbell, of Charmdale.
Rockburgh is specially importing 3,000 picture discs of Stealin"
Home from America which will be available to dealers from
December 1 for one month onlv.
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Polydor campap
THE NEW Phil Man/ancra solo LP
1 here is to be a full-i
heads the list of albums for whieh corporate
ad for Bcserklev in
Polydor is now mouniing December issue
of Z/g Zag. '
campaigns. The LP, K-Seone
Pop press ads are being taken
(FOLD 5011) will be backed bv ads Loving
Easy, the single from
in the music press (full pages being Barclay IsJames
XII alb
ar
taken in Mir, Mclndy Maker, and There will alsoHarvest
Ml '
be 4,500 win
New Musical Express) and in Z/t; streamers for dealers.
Zaa and Blank Space. Point of safe
On November 20 Polydoi
material will be display cards releasing
1
Steppin' Oiu-Di
stickers and flyposiers,
Greatest Hits (POLDS 1005)
Foi the new fyia Cane album
ieaturine tracks by
Moonproof, on BcserklcvJ Polydor compilation
Bionic Boogie, C
is recording .W-second ads tfT be Ayers,
Douglas,
Idris
Muhammad.
sioncd into rock shows on Camtnl
c®
Faiback Band and Isaac Haves,
Picadilly,
BRMB;
Clyde,
a^aud
--i.
involves full page ad
Muio ladios. Colour posters will be campaign
pop papers this comtne w
on the Streets in London, 1 ivcrpool, some
lour-colour
double crown
ysZ.
Manchester Birmingham and posters for window
displays,
Cilasgow,
I
his
o
all
to
be
aided
bv
disco piomoiion niehts are h
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01 -960 2155. CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10 P(>P press advertising.
organised hyTheo Lovla,
PAGE 2
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WEA invest
£20,000 in
back catalogue
STRONG. SUPPORT for dealers'
efforts to sell catalogue is coining
from WEA. which is investing
£20.000 in a six week series of fall
page ads to back up its Sound
Generator stocking scheme. These
arc going into Melody Maker, NME
and Sounds, and arc designed to
push catalogue items by six of the
company's big acts.
The aim is to make the public
aware of the range of titles available
by Yes, Led Zeppelin, Fleet wood
Mac, the Eagles, Jim Morrison and
The Doors. Fleetwood Mac and The
Eagles will also be advertised in the
Sunday quality papers.
This is the first catalogue
advertising campaign that WEA has
ever undertaken. During this month
dealers will be able to repeat the
message of the ads with point of sale
material — full colour browser cards
and giveaway leaflets.

New A&R

and

marketing
r-

heads

in

Pp

shuffle

PYE RECORDS has split its a&t department into three divisions,
covering contemporary music, UK pop and licensed and m-o-r
product, in a bid to develop the company's artist roster and
catalogue.
The re shuffle follows the recent
departure of a&r director Peter
Prince to become managing director
of Motown International,
m
The three-way split has resulted in
j
various staff re-organisations within
the company. Mike Everett becomes
OjllKS
divisional head of contemporary
music: Alan McLachlan will have
rcsponsibilitiy for UK pop and
licensed labels: while Terry Brown director, Pyc chairman, Louis
will be divisional head for m-o-r.
commented: "The
Explaining why the company had Benjamin,
PETER SUMMERFIELD. Pye's
market is becoming more
new marketing manager.
decided not to appoint a sole a&r sophisticated
and there is a need to
specialise, to develop our new artist
roster and our licensed products and
catalogue effectively. There are
A&M re-structures
many creative people working within
Hew Cool
the company and we want to give
them the opportunity to make their
individual
mark."
reggae label
promotion team
Further re-organisation has been
A NEW label. Cool Rockers, is
carried out under recently appointed
FOLLOWING THE news of the forthcoming departure of John
launched by Greenslecves Records
marketing director, Gary
Deacon to the BPl, a number of changes within the executive structure
on November 17. The label will
Luddingion. Press, promotion and
of A&M Records have been announced.
specialise in "lover's rock" style
marketing
all continue under the
Tony
Burdficld
is
to
become
senior
director
in
place
of
John
reggae. First release will be
corporate marketing division, but
Deacon.
John
Adrian
becomes
director
of
promotional
activities
Silhouettes/Thank You For Last
Eddie Foster and Tony Darrell have
working closely with Derek Green, managing director, although
Night, by East London band.
been appointed UK product
working exclusively in the promotion area.
Cygnus (cat. no. NICE 101J. Cygnus
managers for Pye and licensed
Alan McGcc is appointed head of promotions effective
will be playing as support bond on
products respectively, reporting to
immediately.
Reporting
to
him
will
be
each
of
the
regional
the Tapper Zukie tour during
new marketing manager Peter
promotional executives. McGcc will now be in charge of radio
December. Distribution is through
Summcrficid — formerly promotion
exposure for all A&M product.
EMI.
manager.
Malt Hayward has joined
Adrian Sear is appointed national promotion executive with
the marketing division as catalogue
particular responsibility to Radio 1 and 2, Capital. Radio London and
manager reporting to Luddingion.
Radio Luxembourg. Formerly London sales rep for A&M, Sear will
Seger signs
Brian Gibson continues as chief
take up his post on December 1.
press officer and the position of
BOB SEGER and US heavy metal
Commented Derek Green; "These changes are to help us to
promotions
manager has yet to be
band Van Halcn have both been
maintain the credibility with which our records arc received by the
filled. Both will report to
signed direct by Bob Dickins to
media and to provide us with belter lines of communication."
Summcrficid.
Warner Bros Music for the UK.
Pyc managing director Derek
Honey said that the new structure
Irish folk
indicated Pye's determination to be
a growing and significant force in
the record industry.
4
on the road
"1 am not concerned about Pye
MULLIGAN RECORDS of Dublin, being the force it was yesterday, the
in collaboration with Folk News prime concentration at the moment
Publications of London, is is the force we intend to be
;p f■ ^
itpromoting a tour by four of their tomorrow," he added.
M
leading artists in November. Paul
Brady heads the tour supported by
Matt Molloy, Kevin Burke and
fl\l
Michael O Domhnaill, of the Bothy
Band. The Mulligan Roadshow, as
the tour is called, starts in Bristol
November 16 and ends at London's
National Club November 28. The
Roadshow will also record
programmes
for the BBC and local
PICTURED AT the signing of Beggars Banquet to WEA are (left to right)
Martin Mi/Is of BB; WEA md John Fruin; Dave Dee, WEA a&r director, and radio and dealers in the towns visited
Nicka Austin and John Cooper of BB, with WEA deputy md Richard arc being serviced with display
material.
Robinson.
/
Beggars Banquet chose WEA
recordings and hopes to branch out
EGGARS BANQUET has signed a
into production for RCA.
i'c year licensing agreement with
EA. It is a worldwide deal,
TROJAN RECORDS has signed
eluding Germany and the Benelux
reggae and soul singer Marie Pierre
Mintries where the label already has
to
a long-term recording contract.
:cncc arrangements
Marie's first single Walk Away, on
S
The first release through WEA
the Horse label, has already sold
ill be The Winkers Album, by Ivor
well. A new album is to be produced
iggun, (released next week) and
during Hardin's four years as
by Dennis Bo veil, of Ma turn hi.
niheoming product includes
keyboard player with the Spencer
nglcs by Ivor Biggun and the Davis Group, when he wrote Gimme
ICE RECORDS has signed Shaun
inkers. All Beggars Banquet
Han to a recording deal. His first
Some Lovin' and I Saw The Light.
oduci. including the current Ivor
When the Spencer Davis Group
single, released this month, is
iaeun hit is immediately available disbanded, Hardin teamed up with
Freedom, b'w Hastings. Among Ice
om WEA, on the existing
Records other Christmas releases arc
Pete York for four years, but the
lalogiic numbers.
Treasure The Moments, from
first release under the Chappcll deal
Mexicano. and London Bus, from
Until now the label has been with
is Moving The Night Away, coThe Worms. Pictured left to right at
VII through an original pressing
written with Charlie Whitney and
Hart's signing are: Stanley
id distribution deal with Island.
recorded for RCA by his group Axis
Black bourn (Ice Records
Point. After touring Germany with
HAPPELL HAS signed Eddie
accountant),
Shaun Han and
Axis
Point.
Hardin
plans
to
follow
arden to an exclusive world-wide
up with a UK lour to promote the Alphine Grant of Ice. All Ice
iblishing agreement covering all
product is available through
ick catalogue as well as new single set for release in Spring 1979.
Lueions.
Hardin will produce his own
aterial. This includes songs written

Sally's new
Funktion
SALLY OR MS BY pictured above
moves to St Pierre Publicity and will
be responsible for setting up a new
independent disco promotional
service under the title Sally O's Funk
Funktion and will work in cooperation with marketing manager
Tony Collins. Ms Ormshy was
previously disco promotion/black
product label manager at RCA.
Said Roger St. Pierre:— "With
Sally Ormshy joining our team, we
are now able to offer a total across
the hoard promotional service and
can provide the same facilities as (he
promotion and marketing
departments of a major label. We
can make these available to smaller
record companies who are unable to
field a complete promotional team
of (heir own, to lour promoters, to
artist management, and to major
labels as a valuable supplement to
their own promotional and
marketing efforts."
CBS changes
JOHN WHEELER has been
appointed managing director of CBS
Manufacturing with effect from
December, replacing George Ridnell
who is leaving the company.
Wheeler will be responsible for all
manufacturing and distribution
activities within the company. He
was previously with Lyons Bakery
where he had been operations
director — manufacturing.
Tim Bowcn to CBS business
affairs manager where he will have
responsibility for a&r administration
and the copyright department. He
has been with the company for two
years and was previously a law
student.
Tin ill
-

L
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PRS agreement on
the

race is on for the
'restrictive'list

Christmas hit of 78
5000 window streamers arc being
WITH JUST over a month to
circulated to dealers. A special twoeo, record companies are
track single, O Come All Ye
looking towards the lucrative
Faithful/Silent Night has been
— rChristmas singles market.
pressed up and the entire run of
10,000 has already been sold to the
Anticipating a rush of orders
juke-box market.
equallinc the demand for Rivers Of
United Artists is taking a gamble
Babylom WEA is pressing an initial
with a single cut from an LP by the
half-million copies of the Boney M
C--::
Tallis Scholars, part of the
sincle — an adaption of the 1957
company's new venture in the
Harry Belafonte hit, Mary's Boy
classical field. The single, Hodie
Child. The single is released
(Today The King Of Heaven Has
November 24 and WEA expects its
Been Born) is receiving the same
pressing plans to mean that dealers
promotion as a pop single.
can safetly order in any quantity
The record could become a
throughout the Christmas period.
collectors' item since the first few
Klub Records, the Glasgow based
lines of the text (in English) will be
company headed by Gus McDonald
pressed into the vinyl between the
and Pete Shipton who provided the
THE FIRST 50,000 copies of (he
lines of the run-out.
AIlv's Tartan Army World Cup disc,
Brighouse and Rastrick's Band's
EMI is re-promoting the Wizzard
is hoping for the "Mull of Kintyrc"
EP, Tidings Of Great Joy, are being
hit single, I Wish It Could be
of 1978, with a disco version of made available in specially designed
Christmas and among its other
Robbie Burns' Auld Lang Syne. The counter display packs of 20 each.
festive fare is Christmas Jingles by
single is performed by The Bells— a
includes a Smurf dealer tour plus Sanity
Clause.
Glasgow band which includes exdoor
banners
and
displays.
Father Christmas, the single
Marmalade Rikki Peebles and exLogo
releases
an
EP
of
Christmas
which Kink Ray Davies described as
Slik Jim McGinlay. It is distribtiicd
carols from the Brighouse and
"not just a Christmas single but a
by Mttsac in Scotland and by several
Rastrick Band, packaged in a special
good rock 'n' roll record when it was
wholesalers and one stops.
Christmas card sleeve.
first released just before Christmas
RCA is releasing Elvis Presley's gatefold
Titled
Tidings
of
Joy,
The
EP
has
last year, is to be re-rcleased by
Old Shop for the first time as a
four
tracks
—
O
Come
All
Ye
Arista on November 17.
single. First issued on an EP, Strictly
Faithful, It Came Upon A Midnight
Elvis, in 1959, it remained in the
Clear, The Rocking Carol and Silent
charts for a year. The new version
Beacon goes
Night. The sleeve is designed like a
comes in a picture sleeve. RCA also
Christmas card with a space on the
has JJ Barrie's Christmas, the
back for a message and the words of
artist's second single for the
24-hour
the four carols printed inside the
company to which he signed earlier
front cover. The first 50,000 are
BEACON RADIO is the latest local
this year.
being made available in specially
commercial radio station to move to
On November 17 Dccca releases
designed counter display packs of 20
24 hour broadcasting. After a
Christmas In Smurfland by Father
each. The EP will retail for 99p.
successful nine week experimental
Abraham and The Smurfs. Backing
period earlier this year, the
Wolverhampton based company has
been given the go-ahead for roundHarlequin test case:
the-clock transmission from this
week.
Plugging the four hour gap
between 2am and 6am will be
newcomer John Warwick on
date set for January
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
THE TEST case over the long- Draper. The two years since the Thursdays, with Dave Owen
disputed PRS demand that dealers issue of the writs has seen the coverings Fridays to Mondays.
should pay a licence fee to play situation remain undecided, and
Music policy for the night time
records in their shops is finally to be difficult for the dealer, with the shows remain essentially that of
MTA firm in its stance that daytime programming, though this
heard.
The PRS first decided that it record shops should be exempt from will be augmented with easy listening
would demand licence fees from PRS licence, the PRS equally music plus repeats of interviews of
record retailers about three years determined to have its licence fees features selected from the day's
ago and was opposed by the MTA, and actually issuing about 1,000
Since then writs have been issued licences — and dealers frequently schedule.
against three retailers — Virgin, confused as to their best course of
Harlequin and Rushworth and action.
Record tokens
The hearing of the writ against
GREASED LIGHTNING, John
Harlequin is set for January 11 and FROM PAGE 1
Travolta's follow-up to his
it will be a landmark in the MTA's prevent any repeat of the last postcurrent hit, Sandy, will be issued
defence of its members rights as it Christmas backlogs. and
sophisticated electronic token
by Polydor on November 24.
sees them.
Full page ads are being taken in
So far the association has spent checking machines (able to deal with
Music Week and Record Mirror
upwards of £4,000 on legal fees around 180 a minute) have further
plus a strip ad in The Sun and
fighting this issue, and it has, in streamlined the process, Mew
four-colour window streamers
legal terms, ''entered an pointed out that his department will
for dealers. The advertising will
appearance" at several minor court still have to process about half a
also feature Travolta's solo
hearings involving individual dealers million tokens a week.
Aware that the system's success
album, Sandy, which is a
and the PRS.
depends on retailers' co-operation,
November release.
The PRS has maintained throughis hopeful that it will be
out that it is merely enforcing an Mew
existing legal right (to exact a fee supported.
"The MTA was very hopeful in
New look for
from anyone giving a live or
recorded performance on premises hammering out the system. We
talked
many options but at the
to which the public arc admitted), end ofabout
I he day wc all fell this was
Music Master
which it had until 1975 waived, to
the best way to give every dealer a
help a voung record industry.
MUSIC MASTER.
the
The' MTA's stance is that the fair chance."
comprehensive record catalogue
record dealer must, like any other, • CHRISTMAS PROMOTION for
which has been a vital reference
Record tokens includes full and
be allowed to demonstrate and EMI
book to dealers since it was
t 7 started
three-quarter page ads in a selection
exhibit properly what he is selling.
by John Humphries in l )' 4, in to
The PRS' only concession is that of national newspapers and
undergo a dramatic change of
no licence is needed where the magazines, which should reach 90
image.
recorded music is played only in a per cent of the adult population.
Most important immediate change
soundproof booth — a shop fixture Dealers with token accounts are to
is its size which has just gone from
which is gradually disappearing in receive details of the ad campaign,
paperback book proportions to a
the face o? dealers' greater need lor and a package of point of sale
much larger page. The second is that
material pushing the slogan "If they
display and storage space.
it will be carrying advertising.
The MTA's legal advisors have like music they'll love record
Humphries points out that the newsaid that the PRS is not entitled to tokens". The company is also
style catalogue, which will now list
demand a licence fee under the terms running a consumer competition
classical product as well as pop, will
stated, and the MTA is assured that through the retailers. Buyers of
be very expensive to produce and he
a case in which a court ruled against tokens receive an entry form, and
hopes that advertising will offset this
a Coventry dealer in this matter is — there arc ten prizes of £100-worth of
rise in costs. However, the price
because it was undefended — not to tokens, and 500 runner-up £1 token
must also go tip — to £50 annually
prizes.
be taken as a legal precedent.
from £30,
PAGE 4

of rcslriclivc
the n™""
inquiry
in the practices
Restrictiveand
Pracl.ccs
Court-^ ^ aRrccmcnls be
But demands from certain PRrejected by the
referred to the Monopolies Commission have been rej
director of fair trading.
recmenls
with
its members
aS
Deliberation "P"",
Order have been going
should be subject to the Restrict
_roIIPS ,iia( j( |s not-subject to
on for some two years and the society ^ f n rto, hes or I of services
the legislation because the Act does not refer to the
provided by the society.
resirictivc agreements are
The matter or
hinges
on the
whether
resinciivt
ag prs may
"insignificant"
"against
publicthe
interest
.
The
There are now three likely courses of ^O.on l. Thc l HN m y
withdraw the restrictive elements in its agreements. 2. the Lltnce
Fair Trading may ruie that the restrictive elements are no. again he
public interest. X The maltcr may be referred to the Re.
Practices Court.
——————
Wings TV ads held over
to avoid clashes
start at the end of this month
TV ADVERTISING for Wings' would
doubt to avoid clashing with
Greatest Hils, 10 be released by theis novarious
small-screen
December, will now be held over compilations andother
second, to cash in
unlil after Chrisimas.
on
the
gift
tokens
market.
Meanwhile, EM! is re-promoting
Wings' Greatest Hits, which will
Nai King Cole's 20 Golden Greats
at £4.99, will also be released
(EMTV 9) with a £100,000 national retail
on
cassette and cartridge.
TV campaign starling on November
Full
dealer margin and delayed
27.
. . , .
invoicing is being offered on Nat
The Wings campaign will include
Cole's 20 Golden Greats, and
selected window displays increased King
discount will apply for
to 900 after Christmas to co-incide additional
dealers
in the Music Centre scheme.
with the TV advertising. The
Six
hundred
new window displays
decision to delay TV — it was
originally thought the campaign are scheduled.
Bootleg settlement
THE MAJOR British record consent of the performers.
companies and a number of
Corkindale, of Worsley,
musicians have settled their High Manchester, agreed to hand over his
Court action against Neil recording equipment to the
Corkindale over the bootlegging of plaintiffs' solicitors, together with
live rock concerts.
the names and addresses of his
The court was told that suppliers and customers, within 14
Corkindale has given permanent days.
undertakings not to make or sell
The judge ordered an inquiry into
any more pre-recorded tapes in
breach of the Performers Protection any damage suffered by the
Acts. Which make it an offence to plaintiffs as a result of Mr
make or sell recordings without the Corkindale's activities.
LI
scon
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No ordinary record this. No ordinary record sleeve,
either. It's one of many haunting canvasses by artist Paul
Roberts.
With his band Sniff 'n' The Tears, and their debut
album,'Fickle Heart' he's captured in rock music the same
colour, power and energy which give his pictures their
unique atmosphere.
Find the Fickle Heart of Paul Roberts. Artist and Artiste.
The Album CVVK3002. The Cassette TCGWK3002
Includingthe Single'Drivers Seat' CHIS105.
I icensed Repprtoire Division. TMI RpcordsLld. "HhovfrSi LondonW i 01-486 7144, SaleiandDiMnbulion. 1-3 UnbridB?Road. Hayes.MMmBb.01-7594532/461U8489811
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Gull releases
lOcc album

Morrison

poems bonus

campaign
on the move
AIMING AT the Christmas
market. Phonogram is launching
an autumn campaign for lOcc's
Bloody Tourists album, which is
currently number 26 in the chart.
In addition, a new single from
the LP. Reds In My Bed
(Mercury 6008 036) was released
last Friday.
Phonogram's promotion
includes a full-scale campaign
over a two-week period from
November 29, featuring 45second adverts on Capital,
BRMB, Piccadilly and
Clvde. A bus campaign begins in
mid-November and continues
through to mid-January on buses
in Manchester and Birmingham
city centres. The entire bus sides,
front and back, will be covered
with different posters advertising
Bloody Tourists. One key copy
line will be Make Your Presents
Heard.
Continuing the same theme as
the original album campaign, the
posters will also say, Their New
Album Is Unmistakably lOcc. As
with the London buses, the
companies in both Manchester
and Birmingham have not
allowed the album title to be put
on the posters.
In London, a bus campaign is
still in progress until the end of
December.

Shroud film
soundtrack

to

boost

Doors

LP
an ALBUM of previously
unreleased material by Jim
Morrison and The Doors,
entitled An American Prayer, is
scheduled for worldwide release
by Elektra on December 1.
WEA is mounting an extensive
campaign to back up the release.
Announcement ads will appear in
the consumer weeklies, plus Private
Eye, New Manchester Review and
ZigZag. A radio campaign is still
being finalised. A 10,000 poster
campaign will concentrate on
Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Newcastle, Leeds, Liverpool,
Cardiff and London.
Five hundred in-store installations
i
will utilise posters and cut-out blowups of the album sleeve. Several
other promotional aids are still
awaiting confirmation.
The album also includes an eightpage booklet which contains poems
and drawings by Jim Morrison, who
died in Paris in 1971. The albums he
WISHBONE ASH (MCA) are completing a UK concert tour during which
recorded with The Doors have been
they have visited a number of record stores: They opened a new shop, Lotus among the most consistent sellers in
Records in Hanley, Sloke-on-Trenl and signed copies of their new album.
the Elektra catalogue.
No Smoke Without Fire at Virgin Records Newcastle, The Other Record
This latest project has taken V/i
Shop Edinburgh and at Listen Records, Glasgow.
years to complete. Plans are afoot
Pictured left to right at Virgin Records, Newcastle, are: Martin
to bring the three remaining
Satterthwaite, MCA regional promotional manager: Andy Powell, Ash:
members of The Doors to Britain to
Andy Worrall, shop manager: Steve Upton, Laurie Wisefield and Martin
promote the LP.
Turner of Ash; John Lander, EMI LRD.

GULL RECORDS is releasing
the soundtrack album from Ihe
new conlroversial film, The
Silent Witness, which lells Ihe
story of the famous Turin
Shroud, supposedly bearing the
impression of Jesus Christ. The
film recently went on general
release and lies in with the book,
The
Turin
Shroud,copies.
which has
already
sold 85,000
Gull's album (GULP 1030)
features the film's background
music. written by Alan
Hawkshaw, on side one and Ihe
story of The Silent Witness,
narrated by Kenneth More, on
side two. Gull's involvement
with the project resulted from a
meeting between composer
Hawkshaw and Gull managing
director David Howclls.
Estate agents'
expansion
HARVEY MINSKY, of estate
agents Harvey Arnold, who
specialises in providing estate agency
services for the music industry, has
formed a new association with the
partners of Henry Berney Rowland.
The enlarged practice will operate
from 11 Old Burlington Street,
London W1 (01 734 3522).

If 11 Footballers Can
w
Make a Hit Record,

Just Think What

2,000 Sailors Can Do.

CHILD TOOK rime our of rehearsal for their forthcoming tour when two girls
from the Pye Telephone Sales office turned up unexpectedly at the rehearsal
studio to present Child with a silver disc for a quarter of a million sales of It's
Only Make Believe.
Pictured left to right: Mike McKenzie, Sue Bail ley (Pye sales girl), Tim
A tack. Mike Devere (Child's manager), Keith A tack, Graham Bilbrough,
Sarah Bromell (Pye sales supervisor).
Touring Tawares

66

T]h.e Last

Farewell"
by the Sailors
of the ARK ROYAL.
Sure to Sail up the
Christmas Charts. Limited edition
of full colour sleeves.
Order No RESL16
O£70flS2SI33BS7
Distributed by PyeRecords, 132WestemRoad.Mitcham,Surrey, CRA3UT.Tel:01-6403344
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release LF art 4S
CAPITOL RECORDS is to release ihe next Tavares album — Madame
Butterfly in the UK before its US release to coincide with a 13 date tour
starting at the Fairlield Hall, Croydon, and ending up at the Hammersmith
Odeon on December 10.
The album part of the Tower
import series - will be available in
Brown dates
the first week in December and
JAMES BROWN visits Britain
marks a change in the group's style
for two dates — London
with new producer Bobby Martin
Hammersmith Odeon November
taking over after three albums
24 and Manchester Apollo 25.
produced by Freddy Perrin.
Asgard is promoting the concerts
A single from the album — Never
and to tie in with the visit,
Had A Love Like This Before — is
Polydor will be issuing a new
available from November 10.
single, Nature. Part 1/Naturc,
Promotion for the group while in
Part 2 (Polydor 2066 984) on
des an a
li EMI
r^ilncF
PP9'3mnce
at
November 10.
the
Disco Dancing
World
There will be a new James
Championship Final at the Empire
Brown LP, Take A Look At
Ballroom, London, on December 10
Those Cakes, released in
and networked by 1TV on December
January.
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CHAS & DAVE
with ROCKNEY
Their hit single
STRUMMIN'
IM IN TROUBLE
EMI 2874
SEE THEM ON TOUR AT:
NOVEMBER
11 ROCK GARDEN, LONDON
16 LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY
17 EAST ANGLIA UNIVERSITY
18 CHESHUNT FOOTBALL CLUB
19 THEATRE ROYAL, DRURY LANE
24 ABERYSTWYTH UNIVERSITY
27 OXFORD POLY
29 DINGWALLS, LONDON
DECEMBER
2 NORTH EAST LONDON POLY
5 NASHVILLE ROOMS, LONDON
8 BATH UNIVERSITY
9 NORTH GREENFORD
FOOTBALL CLUB
11 EAST SUSSEX COLLEGE
12 BIRMINGHAM POLY
13 NELSON'S CLUB WIMBLEDON
14 CENTRAL LONDON POLY
24 HARROW BOROUGH
FOOTBALL CLUB
SOLE AGENCY - ASGARD

from EMI-

Msxkcied by EMI Recordi Luruicd. 20MinchctiCT Squi'D. London W1A 1ES.
Sjioiond Oitinbulion Ceni't. 1 -3 Uibndga Rood. H«yai. Middleioi.Tol 01-759 4532/4611 & 01-848 9811
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Indies
TOUGH TALKING on the
always contentious subject of
the indies' combat with the
multiples split the East
Midlands retailers' committee
members into clearly opposed
camps at their meeting in
Leicester on November 2.
Some remained convinced that the
competition from the retail giants
was as repressive as ever and too
powerful to fight. But (he opposite
point of view was forcibly put, and
can be summed up in the words of
one "pro-action" dealer: "It's my
business to sell records and get a
high turnover and I will do that in
any way 1 can — by discounting,
working on a low margin."
Discounts
The speaker was Roger
Beaumonl, of Revolver Records,
and his attiludc was supported by
Ken Smith, of Hudsons in
Chesterfield.
"The big discounts in the
multiples are store traffic builders,"
he reminded his fellow dealers. "So
we in our shop are playing the same
game. We take £1.50 off the price of
a record ("Or £1.60 if they are
discounting £1.50", Beaumonl
interjected) and make sure we sell
them posters, badges, scarves and
accessories before they go out with
the record."
Other retailers joined in what
looked like a smart turn towards a
more militant and enthusiastic
attitude than has been felt in the
trade generally for a long lime.
Those in this camp fell: "If you

ready

can't beat them, join them — buy m
cheap imports, shop around, move
with what needs to be done to attract
customers, be a store and not just a
record shop, sell whatever you can
sell and get it wherever you can get it
cheapest."
.
Contributing to the straight-from
-the-shoulder discussion Maurice
Oberstein CBS managing director
staled: "The manufacturers work
harder and closer with the
independents than with the
multiples. But 1 think you may be
blinding yourselves by thinking of
the multiples just as price-cutlers.
Look more closely at iheir stock,
they are now carrying depth in
catalogue and they will often take
risks with new product when the
indies will not. In terms of display,
tour support, I believe we give a
belter deal to the indies.
"We all should be very careful,
being in the same business together,
about saying that the reason the
multiples can compete with the
indies on price is that the
manufacturers give them a belter
deal. Wedonotdoso."
Stand off
This drew a noisy reaction and
accusations of taking the official line
taken by all record company
executives, which several dealers
present denounced as 'utter
rubbish".
Clearly at stand-off, as all public
discussions of this topic in the past
have ended, the meeting moved on
after Oberstein emphasised, "CBS
does more for the independent than
it does for the multiple."

to

fight back
there
for dealers who don't
Smith conceded: "It was probably
'JL But
use it - that's fine.
He and Bob Lewis, CBS national
okay to do it with the Byrds,
sales manager, promised that the
had reached a pretty steady lowlevd
EDITED
auestion would be looked at again at
of sales anyway, but the temp at'on
by
will be strong for the manufacturer
CBS but when called upon to split
The dealership and allow those who
to use high-turnover
this easy method
TERRI ANDERSON
the rcUirnS pr V leSe 10
current
artists. to sell
do
' ' was
havenotextra discount Ihe reaction
Oberstein felt the worry was
lhis
AS
justified: "Yes, it could be the'^n
dearly
end of the wedge, but CBS will not
pointed out, the company
department which deals with returns
doing
it
—
it
would
burn
up
an
TV-ADVERTISED mail order be
artist and ruin back catalogue. H
would still have to continue, and to
albums was another topic which the added that the threat was not a great
be financed, to serve the dealers
meeting felt strongly about. Jack one in the UK anyway because the
was a supporter of five per
Ainley, of Lecister asked: "Is it right consumer here is not like his (Griffin
at this particualr meeting) who
that you manufacture records and American counterpart — used to tne cent
did not want to use it.
don't let the dealers sell them?"
of TV mail order and it would
The recent Byrds compilation on idea
take
a
very
intensive
campaign
ot
CBS was obviously the particular "education" to change that.
Pressings
example on the minds of the dealers, LED BY Ainley, the meeting turned
THE MEETING dealt more briefly
Oberstein countered: "Do you
the constantly-argued topic ot
with several other points. Oberstein
feel it is any different to a record to
five
per
cent
returns.
Dividing
club or the licensing of product to roughly as they had on ihe question assured the dealers that CBS delivery
Readers Digest and so on? These are of fighting the multiples, the dealers notes will soon carry note of prices
ways to sell records — in areas where supported or opposed the returns He later, asked about quality of
pressings (which was f^t to be
you would not have realised a sale system.
dropping on most product from
anyway."
.
various manufacturers), reminded
He accepted the point made by
the dealers that the new CBS factory
Les Griffin of LNA Records, Argument
Rushden that the use of TV to
moving rapidly towards
Faced with the argument that the was
and had been planned
advertise the album meant that bigger,
particularly the more completion
with
high
quality pressings m mind.
many people, who failed to absorb efficient,and
indies
do
not
want
or
need
the fact that it was mail order only, five per cent because they order On tape sales he was asked if he leit
should mount
came into the retailers asking for the carefully
and sell what they have the manufacturers
exercise" to encourage sales
record.
if it means paring margin to "PR
and
remove
the
long
held opinion
"It is individually aggravating for (even
bone to shift really slow movers) that tape was not as good
as disc for
you," Oberstein agreed, "but ihe the
Oberstein
replied:
"1
am
personally
ads for those particular LPs did not in favour of it. Our job as a sound reproduction. He replied that
help the retailers to sell catalogue by manufacturer is to sell product the main problem was tape display
those artists. Our figures show that through your good offices. We want (which he fell was well out of date)
this happened in the areas where the you to have our product in stock. which could be improved to
volume sales*, and volume
mail order album was advertised."
know how difficult it is encourage
sales would in turn allow prices to be
He also took the point, made by We
sometimes
to
choose
from
the
big
Smith, that the indies real worry range of titles you are offered. The brought down — so again
was, "Who will the record five per cent privilege helps you encouraging higher sales.
companies do it with next?"

TO HEAR WHY SOME OF THE
GREATEST BANDS WANT
A

m
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Some of the world's greatest
rock bands have wanted to let
Patrick Moraz loose on their keyboards
First there was Yes.
And now, there's the Moody Blues.
To know why, listen to his
latest solo album: Patrick Moraz.
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Full music press campaign plus
fly-posting and window displays.
MUSIC PRESS CAMPAIGN
POSTERS AND INSTORE DISPLAYS
C DS 4015 ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE
PAGE 10

Marketed by Charhtno Records ond Topes, Available Ihrouah Phonodirc.
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THE BRAND NEW SINGLE
RSO 25

any:Phonodisc Liniiicd,Clydc Works.C'VOvc Road, Roirtlbrd. Essex. RMb4QR.Tclephone:01-5V0 7766
Order from Polydor'sown distribution conipany
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Christmas
NIGHT
madness is

us again
our glamorous young assistant.
tup OTHER
day I took
noticed
thatan order for a tape of the "Brarms"
™nda
,he Gorgeous,
down
Violin Concerto.
"And who is Brarms. ,
enquired snootily.
She giggled.
she
SHOP
"Don't you know cither? sne
8r
You cannot wonder that her
TALK
fiance, a hard-working =haP' ^
evidenced by the mud he often
treads
ontoonce
the carpel,
pops in heto has
see
toy
her at least
a day. Maybe
heard about the amorous advances
Dave Lazell
made by record reps who say, m the
1
kA most sleazy manner:, "You wanna
come down and come into my van oi
records?"
.
The question could well be the And you have to do your best to sell
title of a hit song. Last time I went them."
I thought that last line had a
into a travelling van of recorded
music I managed to fall out with my certain punch, an element of staff
arms full of two quid Yuletide motivation,
"I think it's daft putting on
bargains.
records of Christmas carols,"
sniffed the elegant and muchinformed Marie.
Mayhem
This question was not as
So, as we look in the catalogues rhetorical as you might suppose. I
gained
the distinct impression that
for Brarms and try to discourage
reps who don't even bring their own none of my staff had any time for
mistletoe, I realize that Christmas is Yuletide music in any shape or form.
about to burst upon us like a mixture Not that I was surprised. Last
of merchandise madness, musical Christmas, I overheard one of the
migraine and mayhem among the girls dissuading a customer from
buying an LP of Christmas songs.
maidens— my staff, that is.
Our cash register collapsed a long
lime ago and with a reluctance that
reminded one of Uncle Charlie s
visit to the chiropodist, the Dickens
management invested in a glistening
"What do you want to buy that
invention from Japan. I am still not
sure if I should call it a mere cash for?" she had said. "You can get all
the
Christmas music you want on the
register, since it shows numbers in
Why don't you buy ..." I
bright green light, whizzes open a radio.
away, fearful lest I had stocked
cash drawer, issues chits and hums infledtoo
enthusiastically, as indeed I
away merrily without the benefit of
had.
morning tea.
One
of
my staff, who reads Music
Even the Christmas rush does not
assail its good temper — unlike our Week from cover to cover, and
elderly cash register which chewed could, I swear, recite it a la Emlyn
up paper rolls, refused to open its Williams doing his Dickens evening,
drawer, and, on one famous reckons that the rash of Yuletide
discs is due to American influence in
occasion, caught fire.
the record business.
"They make a big thing of
Christmas over there," she explains.
Contract
Her thesis, worthy of a Ph.D.
sociologists have got more for
Preparing for Christmas always (many
far less thought) is that, left to
evokes such memories. No ourselves,
wc would let Christmas
wonder; ... so many of the fade into a mellow
insignificance.
record sleeves seem to be identical to
those in the displays in 1973, 1969,
1966 and so back in time. There
strikes
must be a group of cassocked choir- Rebellion
boys somewhere in the land who
make a bomb out of all those
So I am faced with a sort of
pictures.
Christmas rebellion on my hands. I
There must be a nationwide search cannot find a single member of staff
for Christmas Carollers ready to that has any enthusiasm for the
sign a recording contract, pursued Christmas stock. Marie says that all
with an energy that makes the the records look the same. Glenda
building of the pyramids seem like adds that they all sound the same. 1
our rep's dismal attempts at window am pretty sure that the sleeves are
displays. I explained the philosophy based on art-work that has hung
again!
of Christmas record/tape from many a printer's Christmas
merchandising to my staff as it was tree. No-one seems to be able to
once explained to me by a rep who spell Brahms correctly, let alone
radiated a warm breath of chccr.
more; loony tunes like 'Boozy Nights',
hum the tune. One way and another
This is the time of year when everyone
we arc well prepared for the prc'The Chapel Lead Is Missing'and
goes crazy over the new Barron Knights
Christmas rush.
'Boy Scouts Out Camping'.
album.
Motivation
1 sense the atmosphere of gentle
Typical Barron Knights humour; the land
Last year 'Live In Trouble'roared up the
because someone keeps
"The Christmas record trade," 1 hostility
charts, and a single of the same name made of record they can't resist-the kind of
putting
the LP of War of the Worlds
began, "is aimed at people who do on the turntable,
record you can't stop selling.
the top ten.
then turning up the
not normally buy records - aunts volume. By the time
Place an order now, and get ready for a
This year it's 'Night Gallery', with the
I peek out of
and
uncles
who
buy
these
recordings
Knight
Christmas.
single 'Get Down Shep'and much, much
of festive tunes for relations, niy office, the turntable is deserted.
saucers do land on this
I nends. wayward cousins and If flying
tried planet, 1 rather hope it
The Barron Knights new album 'Night Gallery' p'
neighbours owning out-of-nine sorely
will
be
in
December
before the 25th,
radiograms. No-one knows why so so thai the inquisitive
Regional radio slaiion:; arc already acclaiming 'A Tasle of Aggro' the now single
Martians can
Hocorda
many
records
of
carols
'
fealuring heavily on their current lour (relase dale I7tli November).
CotMwtla
by up some of the red, gold and
Christmas warbles are sold and
hopeful LPs and tapes of festive
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel; 01-960 2155, CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London W10 1 they arc. so we have io stock bin
up. song.
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3 min 25 sees of Amii Stewart will not be enough!
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For your own sake Stock Now
"Knock On Wood"is Amii's addictive new single. K11214
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How to make sure
to grips
with the
issues
If you want to get to grips
with the issues that matter,
read Music Week.
It's Europe's leading music
business paper. In fact get
to grips with a whole year's
issues by subscribing to
Music Week now.
mm
n
Cut out the coupon now, and make sure of a
year's vital weekly purchases In one move.
r'
Please send me Music Week every week lot one year —N
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
UK
Europe$46UU
Middle Ciist North Afncd
Sr9 00 USA South
Amctieu. Canada Alnca
India Pakistan 57900
Austiaha Fat East Japan
1 enclose a Cheque PO value
$95 dO
this coupon loday with your remiltance to
All the above rail's include Post
Jeanne Henderson. Morgan Grampian House
an mail poslace
30 Calderwood Street. London SE18 60H
.y
v.
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Taxmen

exercise

controls over expenses
Among its range of activities are
included manpower planning, the
OVER THE past few years, the
setting up of disciplinary procedures
Inland Revenue has been
including rights of appeal,
lightening up an business
redundancy agreements and
expenses. Stricter controls are
communication facilities.
being placed on both controlling
Informal advice on a whole host
directors and on employees who
of labour relations problems can be
obtained.
this current tax year earn over
There are offices in the regions£7,500 per annum. This figure
and contact can be made either
for employees is going up to
directly or through the local
£8,500 in 1979-80.
Department of Employment.
One or two points are worth
noting. Controlling directors are
• MANY FIRMS arc often involved
affected whatever their incomes and,
in building extensions or making
as far as employees arc concerned, in
alterations to their premises. In
arriving at the salary limit
changing
the character of the
mentioned above the expense figure
frontage of shop premises or adding
is added to salary in order to
to the building, planning permission
determine whether a person is above
or below the limit.
is required.
House loans
THE LAW
AND THE DEALER
In respect of loans made to
directors and those above the limit
where these a're at low' rates of of the provisions of the Employment
interest, a tax can be raised on the Protection Act relating to the taking
difference between the rate of of paid maternity leave.
interest charged and a notional sum
In order to qualify, a woman must
fixed by the Treasury. The notional have worked for an employer for
sum at the present time is nine per two years.
cent. Although the calculations arc
This is measured in the same way
complicated, the effect is that if a as the qualifying period for a woman
loan is made to a controlling director to exercise her right of return; i.e.
by the business or to an employee from the day of joining employment
earning over £7,500 at say four per until 11 weeks before the date of
cent then he will be taxed on the confinement.
difference between this and interest
The payment to be made is ninecalculated at nine per cent.
tenths of the weekly pay for six
This will not apply in the case of weeks, less the amount of the
loans made for house purchase national insurance maternity
provided the loan does not exceed allowance whether or not the woman
£25,000.
actually receives it.
Directors and employees are also
All employers pay towards a
taxed on private medical insurance central fund for maternity paid leave
payments made by the business on as part of their national insurance
their behalf whether on an contribution and, therefore, a full
individual basis or in a group refund of their money paid out to
scheme.
individual woman employees can be
• HEALTH AND SAFETY: The obtained.
maximum penalty that can be • ALTHOUGH THE Advisoi^,
imposed by a magistrates court" forand Arbitration Service
any breaches of the health and safety Conciliation
is commonly thought of in
regulations has been raised from (ACAS)
connection with intervention in
£400 to £1,000;.
industrial disputes, it does provide
• A GROWING number of women other services for both large and
employees are now taking advantage small employers.
Book and cassette
package launched

#

I

Polar Music International AB & Sweden Music AB
& Stig Anderson Publishing Group
New phone number & new postal address
from November 8, 1978
Phone number
(08) 14 30 20
Postal address
P.O. Box 26072
S-I00 41 Stockholm
Sweden
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stricter

A NEW series^ of spoken word
cassettes has just been launched
—and they draws attention to
this growing area of the record
and cassette market. The
newcomers are Bookassettes
which debut with three titles:
Stories Grandad Tells Mc,
written by George Reid and
narrated by Andrew
Cruickshank; Pigwig Papers, byRichard Harvey, narrated by
Arthur Lowe; and Johnny
Tomorrow, by Carolyn Bear,
narrated by Jon Pertwee.
Bookassettes retail at £2.75
and (he boxed package includes
cassette and matching book and
are aimed solidly at the
children's market. Distribution
to the trade is through The
Original Record and Tape
Company, Glenside Industrial
Estate, Partridge Green,
Horsham, Sussex (Tel. 0403
710971), a company set up by
former Cacdmon executive Neil
Hammcrton to specialise in mail
order spoken word record and
tapes.
Hammerton's company has
been operating just under a year,

.but he already has a catalogue
totalling some 1,000 items culled
from record companies and
specialist spoken word
companies in Britain and
America.
"Spoken word is a small part
of the record and tape market,*
but its full potential has not yet
been tapped," says Hammcrton,
who specialises in direct mail
shots to lists of schools, colleges,
libraries, teachers etc, but also is
happy to supply to (he trade. He
offers a discount of 20 per cent
to retailers, but is quite happy to
supply (he smallest orders.
"With shops fighting for their
lives in the High Street against
(he multiples, they have to come
up with new ideas and spoken
word represents a small but
profitable way of providing that
extra personal service," he adds.
Hammerton's catalogue is an
eye-opener with subjects ranging
over poetry, Shakespeare,
contemporary drama and book
readings, children's items, and
some foreign language
b
programmes.

Formalities
Altering the interior may not
require planning permission
but it should not be forgotten that
the work to be carried out has to
comply with the building regulations
administered by the local authority.
Although a good builder will see
to ail the formalities as far as the
authority is concerned, it is
important to check on this point
since there have been cases where
work has been done that has not
complied with the regulations.
As a result alterations have had to
be carried out and in some cases, the
work completely re-done. The
builder is, of course, liable if he
undertook to comply with the
regulations but if the builder has in
the meantime gone into liquidation,
the bill has fallen on the owner of
the premises concerned.
EDITED
by
TERRI ANDERSON

Book review
THE LATEST edition of the
International Music Guide is now
available and is as ever a
handsomely-produced digest of a
year's activities in the music world.
But like all digests it cannot hope to
cover all the ground. Apparently
arbitrary choice of subjects, some
bias and a feeling of topics being
superficially skimmed is
unavoidable. Chapter headings
include IMG's Musicians of the Year
(this is the only place where "the
year" is 1979 — otherwise the copy
reviews 1977). All are classical
musicians and the guide's bias is
firmly towards appreciation and
assessment of the artists, records
and events in the classical field.
The world survey chapters take
the reader on a breakneck dash
though Europe, Japan and the US,
dealing mostly with concerts and
opera. The IMG's American origins
are most obvious in the titling of one
chapter Musical Necrology (a lisi of
the artists who died in 1977).
The popular and rock sections are
brief to the point of abruptness, and
have no space for the writers to do
anything but state the obvious. A
very useful handbook for ibe
classical stockist and would sell w
dedicated music buffs, but otherwise
of very limited appeal. . .TA.
international Music Guide
Edited by Derek Elley. Tantivy Prf*
(through Associated Universtl)
Presses, Magdalen House, 7°°'?
Street, London SE1 in the u^;:
Price £3.50. Published on Ociooe
20.
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A HUNDRED years ago the
phonograph was an infant
prodigy, the flat gramophone
record was unknown, Mr. Bell s
telephone was a novel toy for
the very rich, and a 12-year-old
boy in'Nelson, Lanes, started
work to help keep his widowed
mother and the family.
That at least was no novelty in the
1870s. The boy's choice of
occupation was the foundation of a
still-growing business which is now a
respected name in music retailing.
Charles Fox saved enough out of
his very hard earned wages to buy a
piano, 11 needed a great deal of
renovation work, but the end result
so impressed friends and neighbours
that several offered to buy it. He
proeressed by the end of the century
from his first small shop in Burnley
to bigger premises in Leeds. He kept
largc' stocks of pianos and reed
organs — selling, repairing and
renovating them. It was in 1909,
when the business moved again (still
in Leeds) that it was the first given
the company name of Chas. J. Fox,
Piano Company.
After the Great War came the
demand for pianos — a demand
Fox's and other companies
expanded rapidly to fulfil. In 1924
the company opened a shop at
Frenchgate, Doncaster, soon to be
followed by retail outlets in Hull,
and two in London, other
established companies were bought
up.
It was during the Twenties that
recorded music began to make a real

A century on and

are still
impact on the business. This trend,
and the Thirties Depression,
combined to cause a serious decline
in the sale of pianos; all the Fox
retail outlets and factories were
closed except three — at Doncaster,
Newcastle, and Sunderland. The
flexibly-minded Chas Fox turned his
business attention more to
gramophones and records, and then
introduced the newly-invented
crystal radio set, which was an
instant big seller.
Charles Fox died in the early years
of World War II, by which time he
had sadly been forced to close down
in Newcastle and Sunderland. He
left the company in the hands of his
son, Raymond, who worked to keep
the Doncaster shop going on secondhand pianos, records and radios.
New pianos were unavailable for
some time, so the only way to
expand the firm was to stock
radiograms and, later, televisions.
As the business grew the
keyboards side of the operation
reasserted itself. It was decided in
the mid-Fifties to concentrate on
two aspects of music retailing —
keyboards and records.
There are eight keyboards shops
\r>
r
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FOX'S second store — sadly no longer in existence — at Frenchgate in
Doncaster. The row of doors at (he rear of the store is a reminder of more
spacious and gracious days in record retailing. They are three of the dozen
private listening booths which this shop had. Such booths are very rarely to be
seen anywhere now and they have certainly disappeared from Fox shops

SPECIAL OFFER
TO MUSIC WEEK

pushing

Fox s

ahead

V
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ONE HUNDRED years of family business in the music retail trade were
celebrated by Fox's with a dinner for employees and friends at Doncaster s
Danum Hotel. Pictured here are David and Barbara Fox (standing) ana
Raymond and Beryl Fox, after David had presented his father with a silver
salver to mark the occasion. Pic courtesy of Home Organist & Leisure Music.
now and five specialist record shops are never allowed to mix or overlap.
Says, David Fox: "It would be
— one of them being possibly the
biggest in the UK, with its full three absolutely wrong to sell both
together; our two markets are
floors devoted to discs.
For anyone who, thinking from entirely different, selling to different
age
groups and very different types
the record industry point of view,
people. The two kinds of
assumes that the public has for a of
customer simply would not mix, and
long lime been far more interested in the
atmosphere would be wrong for
hearing music than playing it, David
Fox (the company's sales director, both."
Fox
is a keen marketing and
Raymond Fox's son) has an
selling man, full of ideas for running
interesting piece of information.
The turnover on the piano and retail shops on the same ambitious,
organ side of the business has go-getting and highly organised lines
consistently outstripped that on the as the manufacturers. His entry into
record and tape side. It is only in the the firm — coincided with the setting
coming financial year that the two up of the record specialist side of the
arc for the first time expected to firm. He makes sure that he visits
reach parity on the Fox's account every shop in the chain frequently,
but concentrates on keyboards sales.
sheet.
this expansion of the keyboards Pressure of work resulted some time
business brought Tony Abbott, now ago in the record side being taken
technical director, into the firm, but
over by Robert Hudson — originally
ii did not, at • first, do anything financial controller of the whole
spectacular for the profits. Bur,
firm. "He knew about money and
Charles Fox remained convinced
he learned quickly about records,"
ihai the future lay in the organ and
David Fox explains. He adds a
(to a lesser extent) piano trade, and comment which illustrates the
in records. His faith was justified. In
unsentimental altitude he and many
1975 it became necessary to form a believe is essential to grow and make
separate company to market
profits in the music trade: "The
keyboards, leaving the original
name of the game is money — and
Piano Company to sell records.
how you sell; this changes very little
The two aspects of the business

READERS!!
Ed Stewart and John Elliott Cellars are pleased
champagnes for Christmas and the New Year.
Bouzy Grand Cru Champagne:
Vintage 1971
Vintage 1973
Non Vintage
SPECIALS
Bouzy Pink
Bouzy Rouge (Yes Red)
Telephone 01-493-5135 for immediate orders.
Prices quoted exclude VAT and delivery.

to recommend these
£66.40 per case of 12
£60.40 per case of 12
£44 40 per case of 12
£49.80 per case of 12
L48.00 per case of 12

HURRY - PRICES ARE BOUND TO GO UP IN 1979
HAVE A BOUZY HOLIDAY
BUY NOW
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JUST ONE floor of Fox s recently acquired and filled record store in Hull
This is he m.o.r TV and budget section. Corresponding space is given to
classical above and pop and rock in the cellar. Each floor has been decorated m
suit us clientele and down in the trendy decor of the cellar iilTdZfJi,
assistan,shaking
jus,conservative
as trendy. AlthoZgh^
s
wear aheuniform
(pleasant but
with skirts a nile for L "'es''"P
a dl
nes a ndefor the men) these in this pardculfrce frM of til can T"'
"
1
and T-shirts to mingle with (heir customer'; The /«» u r
d™ jeans
achieved has jus,if led all ideasoflhlnkhZfeifZiif 'T""" "'is s'ore
Top char, albums here erpe« m
^ retailing.

whether you are selling records
keyboards or anything else."
In 1974 Fox's acquired the old
established business of Sidney
Scarborough in Hull, and after an
extensive refit it is these premises
which have become the superstore of
the Fox chain — housing whole
floors devoted to classical, m.o.r
and rock product. It has brought the
number of shops up to 13, and the
chain will most certainly grow.
While recognising that many
factors, including the UK tax
system, make re-investment and
expansion necessary, David Fox is a
little sad at the prospect of the
company growing beyond the size
where he and and his father and
Hudson, can be in day-to-day
personal control.
Expansion is likely to be,
wherever possible, into shops
positioned within big shopping
centres. Fox's experience with shop
in Doncaster's excellent Arndale
Centre has convinced everyone that
this is a healthy way for retail trade
logo.
Eight-track
A glance through the window of
the Arndale branch reveals several
interesting aspects of this chain's
business. Most striking is the large
and well-stocked display of eighttrack cartridges — a product
considered dead and buried by most
dealers and the UK record
companies. Fox's does a roaring
trade in cartridges; because this
chain continued to slock and sell
them when most other shops pulled
out, it has become an acknowledged
specialist supplier. "It's a small but
stable market", David Fox
comments, "although it is at last
beginning to dry up because we can't
get the supplies. But when people
come in and see the range we have
they often buy ten or a dozen at one
lime — they're so pleased to find
someone who stocks them." Both
learned a great deal about the music
retail trade on a memorable trip they
look to America eight years ago.
"We saw there the impact of
shopping precincts, they way things
might go. We went into precincts —
the properly planned, well-run
kind."
Effectiveness
As chairman of both the Victoria
Centre in Nottingham and Arndale
in Doncaster Fox knows what he is
talking about. He refers among
other things to the need for security
(store detectives can expect cooperation from any store in the
centre and so can keep watch on a
suspect for a good long time to
collect evidence) lack, of draughts
(shopping complexes without
exterior doors are wind tunnels and
so people stay out of them) a phoneout system for checking credit cards
"which has saved the shops in these
centres thousands of pounds".
Also learned in the US was the
vastly increased effectiveness of
having a large shop. None of the
Fox's shops could be called small,
and common to the layout in each is
the singles bar — taking singles —
only business to one place in the
store — and a central service point
where all customer enquiries and
complaints can be dealt with.
David Fox, who held a number of
posts lowly and elevated, in his
father's firm and before that
underwent some pretty
comprehensive management training
at Gallaghers, says that experience
has shown him that size can greatly
increase profitability, without
individual shops losing
character. Space allows a chain of11
shops to "buy in bulk and sell j
quantity" in a way that even the
most efficient small indie, FoX
ruefully asserts, cannot do. And n
chain of shops under one owner can
bulk buy far more efficiently than a
group scheme.
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Chicken Shack Boogie
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French

traders

angry over

new

prices ruling
picked out
our for hi
higher prices.
®
nicked
PARIS: FRENCH record
While this creates problems ai
retailers are up in arms over (he retail level, a further complication is
recent official freeing ol disc- thai the government has asked ihc
tape prices. They see immediate made to drop its coding system. This
record company price increases meant that prices were coded by
eliminating a section of the ieuers, the code itself displayed in
buying public and believe the shops indicating the price ranges of
new moves will complicate retail various product. It was regarded as a
simple system for both retailer and
trade life.
Andre Essel, who operates public.
Without it, there will be extra
FNAC, the most important discount
record store chain in France, says work for different companies
the eicht-l 1 per cent increases on the ihough industry efforts will be
way, plus the 331/' per cent Value geared to reduce the original 12 code
Added Tax imposed by the categories to maybe five or six.
government, will make records an
Again it is ruled lhat all prices
expensive, if not luxury, item.
must be clearly marked on records.
Record companies have already The small retailer will probably have
sent letters to ihe retail trade lo lake on an additional staffer just
explaining the proposed price to do this job.
increases. Their line is that upturns
FNAC says it poimcd out all these
are justified because, despite problems
"to ihe government
constantly rising costs, record prices representatives
to no avail. And
have increased annually by no more price-freeing but
means lhat bigthan3.9 percent.
stores are likely to
When the increases are finalised, turnover , cut
product, making life
ihey will be seleciive, bin it seems drastically
that
much
harder
for the small shopcertain enough lhat classical owner.
recordings and lop-grade pop will be
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My Baby's Boogying

Down The Road Apiece

Amos Boogie » Bye Bye Boogie® It Took A Long Long Time
Chicken Shack Boogie (No. l)^Pot Lick Boogie
Jitterbug Fashion Parade® Roomin' House Boogie
Johnson Rag • Boogie Woogie® Sax Shack Boogie
Bad Bad Whiskey® Roll Mr Jelly^House Party

STOCKHOLM: YET another album award — this time a Diamond A Ibumfot
sales in excess of 50,000 in Finland — goes to Abba for their LP Abba The
Album. The presentation to Abba was made here where the group is recording
their next album, due in February, byJohan Vikstedt (right) managing director
of Discophon, Finland. Agnetha and Frida of Abba are also pictured hvV/j
Hans Bergqvist, label manager of Polar Music International.

Chicken Shack Boogie (No.2)
Mm blamed fir

in
HAS 30203
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Sfflmet taiswwer
COPENHAGEN: DANSK Granimofonpladcforlag, usually known
as Sonet, is no longer a Danish company. It has been bought out by
Sonet, Sweden, and the local industry blames Danish radio for the
takeover.
Two years ago Denmark's radio network stopped presenting chart
and chart-orientated programmes, so that Sonet here had to cut
production ol Danisb-langnnge records.
One of the few companies using nanish Ivrics, Sonet fell the Pil,cl1
through a financial crisis which posed Ihc decision cither to close
down or sell out.

the Album
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Once a year a major musical event takes place.
This year is no exception.
RSO Records is proud to announce
the release of the new Eric Clapton album.
Backless'
ALBUM PRODUCED BY CLYN JOHNS.
By arrangement with the Robert Stigwood Organisation.
THE TOUR
Friday 24th November APOLLO THEATRE, GLASGOW
Saturday 25th November CITY HALL. NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
Sunday 26th November APOLLO THEATRE, MANCHESTER
Tuesday 28th November VICTORIA HALL, HANLEY
Wednesday 29th November GALA BALLROOM, WEST BROMWICH
Friday 1st December GAUMONT THEATRE, SOUTHAMPTON
Saturday 2nd December CONFERENCE CENTRE, BRIGHTON
Tuesday 5th December ODEON THEATRE, HAMMERSMITH
Wednesday 6th December ODEON THEATRE, HAMMERSMITH
Thursday 7th December CIVIC HALL, GUILDFORD
The Advertising
Full page press advertisements appearing in the music press
plus national press advertising.
60 second radio commercial.
500 window displays.
Tube poster advertising campaign.

4|ii|
RSO Records and Tapes
eric Clapton Backless' RSD 5001
Ensure you have sufficient stocks to meet the demand.
Order from: Phonodisc Ltd., Clyde Works, Grove Road. Romford, Essex RM6 4QR Telephone: 01-590 7766
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Spanish
shuffle

Low-key launch

at Capitol
BARCELONA: FOLLOWING
the departure of Rafael Gil (o
EMI-Odcon in Spain, the
executive line-up at Capitol
Records has been switched
round.
New managing director is
Salvador Perez, formerly EMI
a&r manager, with Juan Miguel
Ramirez as promotion chief,
along with division members
Jose Luis Rodriquez and Jorge
Barriantos.
Capitol currently distributes
Capitol, Private Stock, Magnet,
RKM, Passport, Blue Note,
MPS and Rolling Stones
Records, with United Artists,
now ending its pact with Ariola,
joiningin January.
Main promotional activity
centres round Bob Scgcr, Taste
of Honey, the Michael Zager
Band, David Soul, Samanlha
Sang and the Rolling Stones, but
there is to be stepped-up boosts
for the jazz catalogues, notably
MPS with product from George
Duke, Monty Alexander and
Singers Unlimited.

for Greek duo's
£
October album
ATHENS: ONE of Greece's low-key and mostly confined to
unobtrusive radio spots. But a backoldest writing and singing cataloguc
campaign goes on round a
partnerships has re-united on brochure outlining
the 24 albums of
the EMI label with an album, the Theodorakis-Bithikotsis
team
October '78.
released over the past 15 years. In
Composer Mikis Theodorakis and total sales terms, Bithikotsis has
singer Grigoris Bithikotsis have been been the EMI label's most successful
industry stalwarts for years and EMI singer.
is convinced the album will be a huge
The album comes at a time when
seller with no need for a massive Theodorakis' unsuccessful bid to
sales campaign.
become mayor of Athens fuelled
Result is that advertising will be speculation that he might give up
music completely and devote himself
to his decades-old "hobby" of
politics. But another view here is
Library gives
that Theodorakis limed the album
release to offset his political defeat
and
restore a musical image which
tunes away
has somewhat declined over recent
years.
PARIS: Francis Day
Publications here has set up what
it calls "a musical library,"
Centre opened
directed by Andre Hackiere.
Discs involved will not be
ATHENS:
SIR John Read,
available to the public and will be
Chairman of the EMI Group, has
given away. Each disc will be
opened EMl's new £500,000 record
original.
and tape distribution centre here.
Hackiere says: "The aim is to
The centre is located adjacent to
provide free signature tunes for
the existing manufacturing complex
anyone who can use them. The
of Columbia — EMI Greece, SA,
records will go free to advertising
the EMI Group's subsidiary. "It has
agencies, radio stations,
been built to match the continued
television and so on — any
growth of the Greek company's
organization which needs an
business, particularly in LPs and
original melody as introductory
pre-recorded tapes," said a
tune."
spokesman.
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SEQUED1N: THE L'Oiseau Musicien Society is now distributing several
overseas record catalogues in France, comprising Topic, String, Rubber and
Carl ton from the UK, Biograph and Shanachie from the US, Parsifal and
Vogel from Belgium, Oldie Blues and Munich from Holland and Jntercord
Saphyr from Germany. Pictured in the L'Oiseau Musicien studio is general
manager T G Edwards.
SACEM announces
Euro-song scheme
PARIS: FRENCH copyright society SACEM has announced plans to select
the French entry in the next Eurovision Song Contest.
As in the last two years, final selection will be by the public, after a 15man jury representing SACEM, radio and television, has shortlisted 14
compositions. All must be original, in French, less than three minutes long
and performed by a group of five or less.
The winning song will be awarded the first ,prize for the Grand
Competition of French Song for 1979 and will go forward to represent
France at the Eurovision Contest.

Puron for Chile
Festival
MADRID: JOSE Maria Puron
(Ambar-Movieplay) is the Spanish
TV representative for the Eighth
OTI Festival, to be held on
December 2 in Chile. For this
important event, he will present Mi
Sitio, self-penned.

AVAILABLE NOW
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Distributed by ICE Records Ltd and Lugtons. Tel 01-348 9122/348 8211
ICE Records Ltd 81A Osbaldeston Road London N16 Tel 01-806 3253
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FOLLOWING THE SILVER SINGLE 'EVERLASTING LOVE"
||SbF
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the next hit

"WHY",.
r if f f f
RS022
AVAILABLE IN SPECIAL FULLCOLOUR BAG
FROM THE SILVER ALBUM

f.

i
7

"SHADOl^D^A/a/VG"
THE ALBUM DESTINED TO BECOME ONE
OF CHRISTMAS'BIGGEST SELLERS

' ^
The rso Family

ALBUM RSSI: CASSETTE TRSS1
Order from Polvdor'sown distribution company; Phonodisc Umited,ClydeWorks,Grove Road.Romford,Essex, RM6 4QR,Telephone: 01 -590 7766
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JULE STYNE is one of the alltime great composers.
Since he started his songwriting
career in 1941, he has amassed
credits which make most of today's
contemporary writers look like
beginners. A total of 1,500 songs, 27
stage musicals and 38 film scores
have all helped to stamp the name
Stync indelibly in the annals of
popular music.
Now, with the premier of the new
West End musical, Bar Mitzvah
Boy, which opened at Her Majesty's
Theatre on October 31, the name
Jule Styne returns to the West End
some 30 years after it first went up in
lights there.
Bar Mitzvah Boy, produced by
Peter Will whose last big West End
success was Billy, is based on Jack
Roscnthal's award-winning
television play of the same name. It
also teams London-born Styne, now
aged 73, with another of Britain's
top composers, lyricist Don Black
whose songs include Born Free,
Thunderball, To Sir With Love.
Diamonds Arc Forever and The
Pink Panther Strikes Again.
Styne's family emigrated to
Chicago when he was young and he
became a child prodigy, playing
piano with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra at the age of eight. After
his career as a composer took off, he
did the scores for such shows as
High Button Shoes, Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, The Bells Are
Ringing, Gypsy and Funny Girl. His
film credits include Anchors Aweigh
and Three Coins In The Fountain.
Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland, Bing
Crosby, Tony Bennett, Johnny
Mathis, Barbara Streisand and
Peggy Lee are just a few of the many
artists who have recorded his songs.
His involvement with Bar Mitzvah
Boy followed a call from Witt.
"He came to the US and showed
me a cassette of the TV film. I was
actually working on something else
at the time but as soon as I saw the
D

Styne
■

touch

for

JULE STYNE: He teams up with Don Black.
film I dropped my other plans. I had
not met Don Black before, although
I was aware of his work, including
Bom Free and the musical Billy. He
certainly has the qualifications and

involved.
"It was a case of trying to find the
right musical sound for Bar Mitzvah
Boy. We didn't want it to be too
ethnic. There are many difficulties in

by CHRIS WHITE
the ability, but I fell that there was
so much more potential and that he
had never really attained the success
he deserved."
Styne actually wrote five songs for
the show before Black became

putting a musical together.
Obviously with a TV production like
Bar Mitzvah Boy you can have
camera close-ups to show emotion,
but onstage it's different, you have
to portray it through words, music

new

musical
hp
received. Styne reinains
he has received,
and dancing. Everything becomes relatively unimpressed by them.
larger than life on the stage
"Of course it's nice to get them
Styne is firm in his definition of a and if they come my way then it is a
nice
bonus, but they are by no means
Mr
. it.s someone special, whether the be all and end all. What is
they be on record or appearing live. important is that I enjoy my work.
We live in a performance age no\ , I've been writing for 37 years now
but at one lime it was a song era.
but even so everything to me is a new
those days it was the music tha
event. I learn something new
counted. I was a concert pianist until everytimc I do something.
the age of 12 and I was fortunate to
Styne admires many of today's
have a formal musical education and songwriters including Paul
to be trained in the art ol McCartney, Paul Simon, Elton John
concentration.
Dylan.
Styne continues: *T was a pop and"ItBob
is important to know what is
writer in the early days. CBS in the eoing
on in music and I often use
US has sold something like 40 my 13-year-old
to gauge what is
million records of my songs and happening. Thesonsong
which closes
RCA has done another 35 million. Bar Mitzvah Boy is called
I've Just
At one time, Sinatra was recording Begun and already it has
no-one else's songs but mine. He had recorded by Barry Manilow been
and
five hits in a row and I told him that Petula Clark. In the show it is sung
I didn't want to build my by a 13-year-old boy and so it was
songwriting career around him; I obviously important that the song be
suggested that he also look at the
song. When my son heard
songs of Cole Porter, Irving Berlin ait,'today'
hcgaveii iheOK!"
and other composers. The result was
thing does perturb Styne —
that he didn't speak to me for two theOne
lack of recognition given to the
years although we are the best of old-time
composers by the younger
friends now.
"I went through that whole early generation.
"The fact is that a lot of the
Sinatra period, as well as writing for American
know about
Harry James, Bing Crosby, the Gershwin orkidsColedon't
Porter and Iheir
Andrews Sisters, Tommy Dorsey
and Glenn Miller. My first published music, and here in Britain the
song was in 1929 and was called teenagers are neglecting Noel
Sunday; even now there isn't a year Coward and Benjamin Britten. They
which goes by when that song isn't should know about the music
recorded by some band or orchestra. because it is pan of their heritage.
However, after writing Sunday, I Unfortunately the attitudes of radio
didn't do anything else for several stations don't help because they
years and it wasn't until Sinatra brainwash people into listening to
recorded I Don't Want To Walk what they, the disc jockeys and the
Without You Baby in the early producers, want to hear."
The original cast recording of Bar •
Forties and had a hit with it that my
Mitzvah Boy is being issued by CBS
songwriting career took off again."
this month.

That'll be the day when you can
take in Texas or Washington DC for
under a fiver.
But your customers can capture a
priceless piece of America for the
Houston

or

cost of a couple of albums - the latest
recordings from Thelma Houston and
Grover Washington Jnr.

Washington

Ms. Houston is one of Motown's
most versatile ladies of soul.

for

Washington is the acknowledged
master of jazz/funk sax with a strong
disco feel.
There simply aren't many artistes
of this calibre recording in the world
&

today And these
&4-40

new releases

-

1#

represent their
finest work to
date.
THELMA HOUSTON'S "READY TO ROI I'VSTMi vinuov
j||VER WASHINGTON .wS
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NUMBERONEHiTS
1»eCudi*f
Chanson D'Amoor ■ Yesterday Once More ■ Honey
Twelfth Of Nevtr-HySweet Lord-I Honestly Lore Yoo
Can't Take My Eyes Off You -Tie A Yelkrw Ribbon f
Lcavinf; On A Jet Plane Moon River
•"''
PR 5044 - Ray Conniff
- 20 Number One Hits

cassette

PW 5045 - Evergreen
A New Recording by Acker Bilk

£4.49

^Black
^eluet
cp 20+,

jtsr.

WW 5046 - Love Songs
- 20 Songs of Love
20 Original Artists

WW 5047 - Black Velvet
- 20 Great Hits
20 Original Artists

WW 5048 - One Hit Wonders
- 20 Extra-Ordinary Hits

WW 5050 - Lemon Popsicfe
- 25 Hits, 20 Great Artists

m

Bk-ua Thi» Ivmvc - Mrim ng llaa Hr-,lvr;
If I Can HcfeiSoitM.'ftody - Ao^y iOr „
The OW Rjigged Cioss ■ If I R vWd Tti»- >.<
HI Walk With Cod Count Y-v.r H-s.iog
AbMc U-iih Me ■ Al The Cod CI 7; ^
WW 5051-You Should Be Dancing
- The Les Reed Orchestra
- 20 Dance 'n Party Greats

WW 5052 - Bless This House
- Harry Secombe
- 20 Songs of Joy

©rdcr

PR 5053 - Doris Day
- 20 Golden Greats

PR 5054 - Disco Gold
- Biddu Orchestra
- 20 Golden Disco Greats

for Christmas

from Warwick Records, 79 Blythc Road, London W14 OHP. Phone: 01-602 3483
or from your regular distributor.
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We are still the tops

Blackmore

New board members

now head
-Luxembourg claim
RADIO LUXEMBOURG is
poiniing to a recent National
Opinion Polls survey to back its
claim to be the most popular
commercial radio station among
young people.
NOP surveyed 1.847 people in
Britain need 15 to 21 between
Aueust II and 21, asking various

/
w
MAGGIE MASH is I he final link in
Radio Hal/am's conversion to 24
hour broadcasting and she will be
presenting the 2am to dam
programme every weekday. She
named her early broadcasting
experience in Cyprus and in this
country she presented the late .show
for Metro, then switched to the early
morning with BBC Radio
Humberside.

questions which included viewing
and listening habits.
In the previous four weeks 39 per
cent of people questioned had
listened to Radio Luxembourg, 25
per cent had listened in the last
week. II per cent had listened
•yesterday' and 72 percent said that
they had listened at some time in the
past.
The survey was conducted before
the station's recent change of
format.
Briefs...
NA TIONA L SALES company
Broadcast Marketing Services has
opened a Manchester office with
staff of three managed by Geraint
Williams who was previously
provincial sales manager at Harlech
Television. The new office is at
Scottish Life House, Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BZ. Telephone
061-834 6734.
GRAHAM DENE'S Breakfast
Show on Capital has a new
producer, John Myer takes over
from Stuart Lee who is producing
(he station's Operation Drake
programmes (as well as Kenny
Everett). Both Myer and Lee arc
former engineers who switched to
producing earlier this year.
TWO RIVAL groups seeking the
franchise for Devon's next
commercial radio station — Radio
Exe and the Tor bay and Exeter
Broadcasting Company — have
merged into one consortium
operating under the name Radio

of music
CAPITAL'S EXECUTIVE
producer Tim Blackmore has
been appointed head of music —
a promotion which was to be
expected after Aidan Day's
elevation to programme
controller.
Says Day: "In (he 18 months
that Tim has been with us his
professionalism and personality
have contributed greatly to our
current success. I'm delighted to
appoint him to this position."
Haldon.
Chairman of the new company is
Vice Admiral Sir Ronald Brock man
who says: "Because strengths were
complimentary, this amalgamation
has produced a valuable
combination of professional
expertise and creative talent. "
That talent includes the Strawbs'
Dave Cousins and broadcaster Keith
Fordyce.
CAPITAL IS co-preseming with
Mel Bush ih-'s year's Great British
Music Festival at Wembley on
November 29, 30 and December 2.
Artists scheduled to appear include
David Essex, The Jam, Lindisfarne.
Frankie Miller, Chris Rea. John
Miles and the Rich Kids.
KATE BUSH is Leo Saver's guest
on his Sounds Like Friday TV show
on BBC-2. while later the same
evening Rock Goes To College
features Lindisfarne recorded in
concert at Oxford Polytechnic.

HHTENSm

1
The New Single
AUTUMN LOVE
c/w
UNSPOKEN
(Produced by Kofi Ayivor & Alex Sadkin)
Released on 17th November 1978-WIP6462
Taken from the album HI TENSION-ILPS 9564
Released Soon

for

Radio Forth
1976, from the Northern Ireland
RADIO FORTH has appointed two Department of Commerce.
new members to the board. They are
Wilson is the station's longest
Derek Gorman, general sa es serving employee. He was with STV
manager, who becomes sales and Granada and more recently a
director, and Alan Wilson, fmancta
Scottish publishing company before
controller, who becomes financial joining Forth.
director.
..
Says managing director, Richard
Gorman joined Forth in May, Findlay:
"With the station going
from strength to strength both in
financial terms and in terms of
EDITED
listening figures, the wide experience
by
and ability of the new board
DAVID DALTOIM
members will nelp continue the
Radio Forth success story."

3

;■ 'V
m
THE RADIO Forth logo is now travelling around Edinburgh on these private
hire buses which the station uses at weekends and for special promotion events.
They were painted by a local commercial artist who also plays in a band called,
appropriately, Tne Medium Wavebands.

Old/^OU/1/
NOVEMBER
15 POOLE, Arts Centre
16 COVENTRY, Warwick University
17 BRACKNELL, Sports Centre
18 MANCHESTER,U.M.I.S.T.
19 BOGNOR REGIS, Arun Leisure Centre
24 NOTTINGHAM, University
27 GT. YARMOUTH, Tiffany's
28 TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Assembly Hall
29 NORTHAMPTON, Salon Ballroom
DECEMBER
1 EDINBURGH, University
2 GLASGOW, Strathclyde University
4 LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon
5 BRISTOL, Colston Hall
6 SHEFFIELD, Polytechnic
8 HULL, University
9 LIVERPOOL,University

TENSKtN

Agency: Bob Salmons.I.T.B. 01-439 8041
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The aUun CLOSE PERSONAL FfflEND
Featuring the single 'I'LL BE WAITING'

i i\ V S K U (\ \
Tlcorosl^

ALBUM ENVY
ALDUIVl
CIX V I 4
-t •• CASSETTE ENCAS 4■ ■ SINGLE
— ' — — ENY17
(AS SEEN ON 'OLD GREY WHISTLE TEST')

Order from
Phonodisc Ltd
PO Box 36. Clyde Works
GoveRood
d t 07706
Telephone
01-590
"" -"- -a-0PAGE 25
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FORMERL Y WITH Creole Records, Judge Dread has signed a deal with EMI
and debuts on the label with a single. Jingle Bells/Hokey Cokey, this Friday.
An album. Judge Dread's Greatest Hits, will follow on December I. Despite
the fact that most of his records have been banned by the BBC, because of their
suggestive nature, Dread has Had several Top 20 hits in the last three years.
Pictured following the signing are: Ian Groves, genera! manager of EMI's
group pop repertoire division, Ted Lemon (co- writer and producer of Dread),
Dread and Charles Webster, senior label manager, GRD.

Soul Weekender
A ROCK And Roll "Weekend
Hop" and what is claimed to be
Edited by
the first Soul Weekender to be
Chris White
held in the UK, are two of the
future plans of Royalty
Showstopper Promotions, an venue. His intention then was to
offshoot division of the make the Royalty the Wigan Casino
Southgate Royalty Theatre, the of the South.
Saturday evening soul events at
North London venue which has
built up a strong reputation for the theatre regularly feature Radio
rock and the pop concerts staged One and Capital Radio disc-jockeys.
Amongst the names who have
there.
at the Royalty arc Slade,
The rock and roll weekend is appeared
Carl Perkins, Bo Didley and Mac
planned for next March 2, 3 and 4 in Curtis.
Dance is also negotiating for
Great Yarmouth and acts already Bill Haley
and The Comets to
booked to appear include Crazy appear.
Cavan, Flying Saucers and
Dance
commented:
"Previously
Matchbox. In addition there will be
Royalty was a dance hall but I
appearances by Radio One DJs, the the
believed that it had a lot of potential
screening of several Elvis Presley as
a rock and roll and soul music
films and a Charly Records centre
for the kids. I think our
promotion.
The Soul Weekender will be
promoted by the Royalty the
following month, April 20-22, and
will again be held in Great
Yarmouth. Names appearing so far
include Chris Hill; Robbie Vincent,
Greg Edwards and Soul Olympics.
For both weekends, which are being
staged at a hoiliday centre,
m.
Showstopper Promotions is offering
full-board and entertainment for the
all-inclusive price of £12.50.
Man behind the two ventures is
Roger Dance, who two years ago
took over the running of the
Southgate Royalty, which had
previously been a ballroom, and
adopted a policy of booking rock
and roll and soul bands, into the

jl
*
HI
Please note:
"
limited edition
of 15,000 12"singles
catalogue no.
0
^
ENY1812
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OUT NOW
O dei Irom
Phonodisc Ltd
PC Box 36, Clyde Works. Grove Rood.
Romtord RM6 40R
Telephone 01 590 7766
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success record during the last couple
of years have proved us right. The
two events planned for next March
and April arc already half way to
success — advance bookings have
been tremendous and we are
expecting both occasions to be sellouts."
The Royalty Theatre holds more
than 1,000 people but Dance has his
eye on a second venue in North
London, Pickets Lock in
Edmonton, part of a local
community centre, which can
accommodate up to 2,500 people.
He intends to stage similar rock
concerts there.
"We are trying to open up some
of (he venues in London which are
suitable for pop concerts," he
added. "The kids like to see live
entertainment and we are trying to
cater for their needs."

VDIRE STRAITS' guilarisl Mark Knopfler visited Muscle Shoals recording
studios in the US recently to meet the men who will produce the band's next
Phonogram album, the legendary Jerry Wexler and Muscle Shoals rhythm
section keyboard player Barry Beckett. The LP will be recorded at Compass
Point Studios in Nassau later this month and is scheduled for release early next
year. Left to right, Steve Parker of Warner Brothers, which has signed the
Straits for the US. manager Ed Bicknell, Mark Knopfler, Mavis Staple, of the
Staple Singers, Jerry Wexler and Barry Beckett.
Eight day tour for Child
ARIOLA BAND Child are embarking upon an eight-day, eight-city
lour promoted by Mel Bush. Ticket prices arc being deliberately
Pegged at £1.50, £2 and £2.50 to allow as many young fans as possible
to see them. Among cities where Child will piav are Southampton
Bristol, Manchester, Newcastle, Glasgow, Sheffield and Birmingham
The band will also headline at the Rainbow in North London.
Their debut LP, called The First Album, will be released bv
Ariola/Hansa this Friday and includes their three hit singles.
Sammy Davis Jnr
WHAT CAN one say about a
are there in profusion —
Sammy Davis Junior performance chestnuts
Kind Of Fool Am I? The
other than after 48 years as an What
Man, In The Still Of The
entcnainer he remains an Candy
Night, Birth Of The Blues, Mr.
phenomenal talent? His London Bojangles
and For Once In My Life.
Palladium opening night last
given the same loving treatment
Thursday (26) was yci again a lesson All
from
Davis.
.
in versatility, showmanship and
He doesn't include so much newer
sheer hardworking talent,
iP.lenal nowadays, although he did
Davis' latest season at the finish with a haunting version of
Palladium must be his umpteenth Don Black's If I Never Sing Another
since he first came to London more Song which is tailor-made for the
than 20 years ago — it's almost his Davis style. And there's not so much
second home, and that is of the soft shoe shuffle. But Sammy
appropriate. The Palladium is the Davis Junior remains the supreme
acknowledged cemrc of entertainer from the old school of
enieriammeni and Sammy Davis is variety, who deserves every accolade
Mr. Enienainmem. Ho never gives he gets.
Also making a welcome return to
loss than full value to his customers.'
As for his act, well it changes little London — his first since a Royal
Variety
Show some ten years ago —
over the years but as he so rightly
was Buddy Rich who lived up to his
aC crfor
mii'h.c,
s the old hits '"f
that 'theP public
like toit reputation as the world's best
hear and he doesn't Ivan, anyone drummer. As the support artist, he
going away saying, 'He didn't'sing achieved the rare accolade of a
own right.
such-and-such a song'. So the old standing ovation in his
CHRIS WHITE
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Briefs. . .
HENRY SZER1NG will donate all
royalties from his box set of 27 great
violin concertos to the UN. 1979 will
be the year of the child and the
royalties from the Phonogram set —
not available in the UK — will go to
Union Internationale pour la
protection de rcnfance.
SIR ALEXANDER Gibson,
principal conductor and md of the
SNO has been awarded the Sibelius
medal by the Sibelius Society oj
Finland. This is a rare international
award and Sir Alexander joins von
Karajan, Colin Davis, Lor in Maazel
and Sir John Barbirolli in the list of
medal winners. Sir Alexander has
received several honours in recent
years including becoming the first
and only musician to be elected an
honorary member of the Royal
Scottish Academy. He was knighted
last year.
BBM HAS agreed to sponsor the
European Community Youth
Orchestra for its second tour, in
1979, and further support will come
from the European Commission —
Claudio Abbado continues as
musical director and conductor and
Edward Heath will also guest
conduct during next year. Auditions
will be held in December to form the
1979 touring orchestra.
MORE ARTS Council composer
bursaries have been granted, there
are two of £5000, to John Gardner
and Nicholas Maw, and ten of
between £1,000 and £3,000,,selected
from 98 applicants. This is the
second scries of composer bursaries.
Gardner will now work on a new
opera and Maw is completing a
large-scale work for the LSO. One
of the minor bursary recipients is
David Fanshawe with Humphrey
Searle, Oliver Knusses and Bernard
Stevens among the rest of the list.

Villa-Lobos studies onjew Bream
f
Edited by
j
[
VALFALLOON Ji album
r
Etudes have been recognised
JULIAN BREAM'S first new as The
the definitive "test pieces" of
recording for 18 months is now guitar skills, but are also enjoyable
on release from RCA. It is Villa- works of wide appeal. The recording
5
CWP*
Lobos, 12 Etudes For Guitar was made in Bream's own chapel
and follows the successful studio in Dorset.
There is limited competition in the
Julian Bream Plays Villa Lobos,
and his Guitar Concerto and catalogues: one recording of the
Etudes and the Suite, with some
Preludes (SB 6582).
omitted, and two separate
RCA is supporting the release studies
discs, one of the Suite and one of the
with advertising in the consumer studies.
music press and the artist will be the
subject of a forthcoming • Decca has a similar coupling
Gramophone\nieTv\e\v.
for release next month.
Also on the record (RL 12499) is scheduled
works are played by Manuel
the Suite Populaire Brasiliene, a set The
Barrueco and there arc extras:
/
of four dance pieces derived from Guarnieri's
77.
No.l and
V
folk music of Brazil, the composer's Chavez' Three Etudes
Pieces.
birthplace.
3ook night
with Galway
JAMES GALWA Y is currently
promoting his autobiography,
recently published by Elm
Tree/Chappell and signing copies
of the book and his latest RCA LP
The Man With The Golden Flute.
He is pictured here at Chappell
Music Centre, London, where the
event was taped for that evening's
Thames at 6 and filmed by the
BBC for inclusion in a forthcoming
documentary on the flautist.
Galway is seen with Pat
Morrison and David Brown, of
Chappell,. Robin Wood, of
Chappell Publishing (centre
background) and, right, Madeleine
Kasket, of RCA classical
promotions.

Vienna Boys
RCA ballet LP
THE TWO most popular Spanish ballet scores appear this month on
one disc from RCA — the first coupling for many years. They arc,
Falla's The Three Cornered Hat and El Amor Brujo (Love, The
Magician).
Eduardo Mala conducts the LSO, and singers are Nati Mistral and
Maria Luisa Salinas with Roger Birnstingl on basson in the Three
Cornered Hal.
The disc is released to tie in with the Mata/Falla concert at the RFH
on November 30, (with the same artists as on the disc) and will be
backed by music press advertising.
The new disc contains the complete scores of both ballets, so has
well over an hour of playing time (RL 12387). Nati Mistral has
recorded the work previously with Fruhbeck and was acclaimed then
for her gypsy style and earthiness of approach.
Mala is in the news following his October concerts with James
Galway and the subsequent recording of the Mozart Concertos with
the artist and will record the Rodrigo Concerto with Galway again the
soloist.

sing Strauss
THE EVER popular Vienna Boys
Choir appears on a new RCA album
this month. Considering the instant
identification of the choir with
Viennese music, it is curious that this
release is the only one available with
this type of repertoire.
The popular Strauss waltzes and
polkas, such as The Blue Danube,
Thunder and Lightning and Tales
from the Viennese Woods must be
the best known of their type, but
were unavailable until this new
recording was issued.
Hans Gillesberger conducts the
choir which sings, as usual, to piano
accompaniment. The disc is aimed
firmly at the Christmas market.

Le single de la week
Remember Le Quatre Seasons classic hit "Walk Like A Man"?
Now Plastic Bertrand has come up with un nouveau version
with the nouveau title"C'est Le Rock N Roll!'
The first15,000are in a full-colour bag that's a real yeux-catcher.
Stock up now.
\
CEST If ROCK'N'ROLL

ftosft'e

Bertrar\d
■ K"

...and ne forget pas Plastic Bertrand's album AN 1.

V
Ml
Order now from Phonodisc: 01-590 7766
53 phonogram
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TV album from Cleo
THE CARPENTERS
CLEO LAINE
. , ,
©CHART CERTAINTY
Singles 1974-1978. A&M AMLT
Cico. Arcade ADE P37. Ii has
19748. Ideal for the Christmas
been a triumphant year tor Ms Laine
Sales
potential
within
market and no doubt A&M arc
— after years of always being
respective market
going to enjoy huge sales with the
around but being taken for granted
b v the general public,
second Carpenters' TV package.
*** Good
she suddenly found herself in the
Surprisngly there are more hits on
**
Fair
album charts with Good Friends
this LP than on its predecessor with
(along with John Williams), had a
Please Mr. Postman, Only
* Poor
sell-out season at the London
Yesterday, Solitair, A Kind of
Palladium and made an appearance DARTS
Hush and Calling Occupants of
on the Royal Variety Show. Now The Amazing Darts. K-Tel DLP Inlerplantetary Craft — with a
comes her first ever TV-promoted 7981. Producers: Tommy Boyce & couple of very strong B-sides
album, specially recorded for Richard Hartley. A 20-track
thrown in as well. It goes without
Arcade, and featuring husband John compilation featuring the band's saying that this is going to be one the
Dankworth and his orchestra. The four Top Ten hits, Daddy Cool, It's
television albums of the year.
20 songs are all show hits including Raining, Come Back My Love and
o
Don't Cry For Me Argentina, If Boy From New York City, and some
VARIOUS/DISCO
Love Were All, On A Clear Day and of the best tracks from their two
Don't
Walk, Boogie, EMI EMTV
Who Can I Turn To? With her albums for Magnet. A year ago
13.
current TV specials and an Darts were virtually unknown —
Boogie Fever, Ronco RTL 2034.
upcoming Palladium season, Ms today they are one of the hottest
EMI's compilation has the edge on
Laine is going to be back strongly in recording acts around and while
Ronco's
at the moment, but it's
the public eye, and this album many people will already have these
early days yet. Though two tracks
should be her first chart hit in her tracks, the LP should still be a biggie
clash (Substitute and Singing In The
verv own right.
for the Christmas period.
Rain) there are plenty of up-to-theo
o
minute titles to make both LPs
worth having, especially as the party
BILLY JOEL
season gets going. EMI's mixes pop
52nd Street. CBS 813181. Producer:
such as Tom Robinson, T Rex and
Phi! Ramone. Billy Joel gets better
Marshall Hain with the boggie
and better. His last album, Stranger,
tracks, while Ronco's is heavier on
made his reputation here — long
overdue — and this set will confirm
disco titles plus Abba's Take A
Chance, and Child's It's Only Make
his permanent status in the British
Believe. Both well put together and
charts. His occasional Elton John
soundalike songs are quickly
highly saleable sets.
forgotten through his individuality
o
on tracks like My Life (the single),
PETER TOSH
Stiletto and this album's Phil
Bush Doctor. Rolling Stones CUN
Spector tribute. Until The Night.
39109. Ex-Wailer Tosh's third
Joel is a highly accomplished and
and
probably most commercial
intelligent songwriter with a much
solo album, proven by the fact that
needed ingredient. With more
one cut, (You Gotta Walk) Don't
concerts here would be welcome.
Look Back has made the Top 75.
Incidentally, 52nd Street is CBS' BILLY JOEL: His album assures This
could be the prescence of Mick
current home.
him permanent station in the British
Jagger on vocals, but reggae fans
charts.
o
will want to think that Tosh is

\
j
THELMA HOUSTON: A classy
soul album with a three star rating
spreading the word wider with each
new disc. Keith Richard also joins in
(Tosh has warmed up for a Stones
tour and the band has supported his
career) so he has a guaranteed circle
of followers. But he is a valid reggae
artist, too, and his current tour
should boost sales without him
losing his cult status as a diehard
fighter for the cause. He has only
recently recovered from yet another
unfortunate tussle with the police in
Jamaica.
***
TOE WOMBLES
Wombles Christmas Party.
Hallmark SHM 977. This virtually
amounts to a greatest hits package
with such titles as Remember,
You're A Womble, Wombling
While Tie And Tails, Minuetto
Allegretto, Banana Rock and The
Wombling Song included. Excellent
budget value, ideal for the
Christmas market.

THELMA HOUSTON
Read To Roll. Motown STML
12098. Produced by Greg Wright
and Hal Davis. Classy soul album
from the lady who scored a massive
hit with her single, Don't Leave Me
This Way (1977). Nothing as
outstanding on this album, but pick
of the nine tracks are Strange and
Can't We Try.
***
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
The Silent Witness. Gull GULP
1030. The Silent Witness is a 60minute film documentary, currently
on general release, which tells the
story of the Holy Shroud of Turin.
Side one of this album features the
atmospheric background music,
composed by Alan Hawkshaw,
while side two is devoted to a
narration by Kenneth More.
Soundtrack albums generally stand
or fall on the success of the
acompanying film but there are
indications that this LP could reach
a broader audience than most. The
very nature of the subject, and the
fact that there is also a best-selling
paperback about the Shroud, should
stimulate interest. This is a record
which should have a lot of long-term
value and will be particularly useful
in schools and colleges.
***
VARIOUS ARTISTS
20 Super Hits — 20 Super Stars.
Pickwick PLE 7000. Pickwick has
launched a new range of budgetprice 20-track albums and tapes,
supported by a £120,000 radio
promotion campaign, and this is one
of the strongest items in the Limited
Edition series. Star line-up includes
the New Seekers, Neil Sedaka, Lyn
Paul, The Rubettes and Jimmy
Ruffin, all performing hits that
they had in the last two or three
years. Space forbids individual
reviews of the other albums in the
series, but suffice to say that they
that they all represent excellent value
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for money and doubtlessly will enjoy
huge sales during the fonheoming
Christmas period, particularly in
view of Pickwick's intensive
marketing campaign. Other titles
include 20 Original Rock Hits (PLE
7001) featuring Elton John, the Islcy
Brothers, Troggs and Del Shannon;
20 Disco Dancin' Hits (PLE 7010)
with Gary Glitter, Paper Lace, T.
Rex and Procul Harum; Guitar Gold
(PLE 7011) which was previously a
Polydor TV album by Bert Wcedon;
70 Soul Sizzlers (PLE 7012); Disco
fever (PLE 7013); 20 Folk
Favourites (PLE 7016); Beautiful
Music (PLE 7017); 20 Country
Greats (PLE 7018); Beautiful Music
(PLE 7017); 20 Country Greats
(PLE 7018) with Jim Reeves and
Skeeter Davis and George Hamilton
IV; and Wally Whyton's Party
Playtime (PLE 7019). There is
something for everyone in this
budget series ranging from disco,
pop and rock and roll, to children's
favourites, the light classics and
show tunes, and all albums should
become good stock items.
***
DOROTHY SQUIRES
Dorothy Squires At The London
Palladium, 1970. Decca DBC 9/10.
Originally released by President, this
double-album is a splendid souvenir
of Miss Squires' comeback concert
at the Palladium eight years ago. It
features her in very strong voice, and
the material includes her hits Say It
With Flowers, My Way, For Once In
My Life and Till, a medley of Billy
Reid songs, tributes to Edith Piaf,
Judy Garland and Barbra Streisand,
and the show-stopping I've Got To
Be Me. Despite her many trials and
tribulations. Miss Squires remains
one of the indomitable characters of
show-business with a very loyal fan
following — although most of her
admirers will already possess these
recordings, there should still be sales
potential.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

%

NICOL AND MARSH: Going
down well in the London pub and
club circuit.
NICOL&MARSH
Nicol & Marsh. Polydor POLD
5012. Singer/songwriter dup going
down well on the London pub/club
circuit; supported Marshall Hain at
Drury Lane; plan own tour soon.
First LP for Polydor, Songs vary in
mood from ballads to rock n reggae.
Includes current single, Hurt By
Love.
PETERSTRAKER
Changeling EMI EMC 3277.
Producer: Tim Frieze Green.
Interesting set of songs, customwritten in the Strakcr mould which
he cultured on This One's On Me
album, his EMI debut. Some are
written by his guitarist Mike Allison
and these are closest to what Straker
is all about. The singer collaborates
on some. Missing from this LP are
previous producers, Freddie
Mercury and Roy Thomas-Baker
and the odd Brecht song which suits
Straker's theatrical style so well. It's
a good album overall, but Straker is
still a cult figure and needs much
more touring to break down the
theatre/rock barriers.

NEW WAVE CHART
2 STIFF LITTLE FINGERS
Alternative Ulster
C.l.D
★ UK SUBS[Coloured Vinyl]
1 ELECTRIC CHAIRS
Blatantly Offenzive
4 ANGELIC UPSTARTS
Murder Of Liddle Towers
11 GANG OF FOUR
Damaged Goods
4 M
Moderne Man
25 ATV
Love Lies Limp
Urban Kids
8 CHELSEA
26 SPIZZ OIL
6000 Crazy
10 SAMSON
Leaving You
6 RIVVITS
Saturday Night
9 DAVE GOODMAN
Justifiable Homicide
7 NEVILLE & THE PUNTERS
Boys On The Dole
12 BOOTS & BRACES
Right To Work
Talkover
15 CABARET VOLTAIRE
14 PHYSICALS
All Sexed Up
1 Like Boys
17 SNIFTERS
Howard Hughes
19 TIGHTS
Action Time Vision
5 ATV
Bingo Master's Breakout
13 FALL
U.F.O
16 BLITZKRIEG BOP
Existential
★ PRAG VEC
Ambition
★ SUBWAY SECT
Isolation
18 MARK BEER
Pablo
★ MR BASS1E
The Kill
30 SPHERICAL OBJECTS
Europeans
25 EUROPEANS
Rocking Time
23 TRIBESMAN
Up To You
28 STOAT
Time In The World
29 NIPS
PLUS!
BOG UGLY Disco Veteran
V2[12"]
Avenue
FAN CLUB
LIGHTNING RECORDS 841 Harrow Road London NW10 5NH
Tel: 01-969 7155 Telex; 927183 LARREC Orders; 01-969 8344

The dawn of a talented new sroup-their album is
fS
1

W

Album 9109 613

Cassette 7231428

yy

JL/
Single 6007193

FEATURING THE CHRISTMAS SINGLE "NEW DAY'
J
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MUSIC WEEK YEARBOOK
FOR 1979
The Music Week Yearbook 1979 is now in preparation.
If you have not received or returned your form, you are requested to do so without delay, °r
form on this page. Final date for entries is FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10. The completed for
LOUISE FARES, MUSIC WEEK, 40 LONG ACRE, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON WC2 9JT.
The following categories are to be included: (UK and Ireland only)
Independent Local Radio
Amplifying Equipment Manufacturers
Recording Studios
Record Companies
Booking Agents/Personal Managers
Independent Record Producers
Artists
Record Distributors/Exporters
P.R. Companies
Record Importers
Accessory Manufacturers
Music Publishers
Cassettes & 8-Track Manufacturers
Custom Pressing
& Distributors
Sleeve & Label Printers
Tape Manufacturers & Distributors
Shopfitting Equipment
Independent Record Promoters
Display Services
Marketing Services
Concert Promoters
Instrument Manufacturers
Freelance Journalists
Name of Company:,
Type of Business: _
Full Postal Address:
Phone No.
(state code):

Cable Address:

Telex No..

Management Personnel: (Name and title):

Name of person supplying information

(Title)

RECORD COMPANIES*
Labels Owned:

Tape Labels:
Distribution Records
Tape
Tape:
ARTISTS:

Labels Licensed

Labels Distributed:

—
—

—

Please list all the artists (UK nationals only) managed by you, and their Record Companies:

' Please attach list of major UK artists recording with your company with details of Booking Agents/Personal Managers where applicable
MUSIC PUBLISHERS/AFFILIATES
If name, address etc. differs from above, please indicate new information.
Please list affiliates (in alphabetical order):

RECORDING STUDIOS:
Name of Studio:
Address:
Tel: ( )
(Please attach studio equipment)

—■——
Cable:
FINAL DATE FOR ENTRIES, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10.
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Side one
contains
23 minutes of continuous funk!
(U.S. Disco mixes
& full length versions)
including

SM v' W^L
-Jm?

StaAXfGAjd
(Theme Song from) Which Way is Up
What You Waitin' For
(loAeflcufce

.-vm
; .

■

Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is
Car Wash
i*.,:?s:
. M' iH ' ••' "■!
IaJg/I
Galaxy

Side two includes
such classics as:
Drift Away - DOBIE GRAY
The Clapping Song

SHIRLEY ELLIS

Walkin* In The Rain With The One I Love
LOVE UNLIMITED

AND MANY MORE!

Downtown Disco Party Nights
coming to your town soon
lotsa giveaways: records, badges, hats, balloons etc.

MCA RECORDS
1 Great Pulteney Street. London W1R 3FW
distributed by EMI Records Ltd.
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SCANDINAVIUM GOTEBORG SWEDEN
HELSINKI ICE STADIUM FINLAND
EKEBERG IDRETTS HALL-OSLO-NORWAY
AHOY STADIUM-ROTTERDAM-HOLLAND
FESTHALLE-FRANKFURT-GERMANY
International Festivals April 14th to April 21st

/MERVYN CONN
PROMOTIONS
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ARTISTES APPEARING
AT THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS, 1979
BILLY ARMSTRONG
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
SVIOE BANDY
BOBBY BARE
^ PHILOMENA BEGLEY
FLOYD CRAMER
DOTTSY
THE DUFFY BROTHERS
BUDDY EMMONS
BARBARA FAIRCHILD
FREDDIE FENDER
ym
r

RAYMOND FROGGATT
CRYSTAL GAYLE
DON GIBSON
MERLE HAGGARD
HANK WILLIAMS' ORIGINAL
DRIFTING COWBOYS
FREDDIE HART
JIM & JESSE &
THE VIRGINIA BOYS
HANK LOCKLIN
CHARLIE McCOY

RONNIE MILSAP
THE MERCY BROTHERS
MICKEY NEWBURY
VERNON OXFORD
RONNIE PROPHET
POACHER
MARTY BOBBINS
LANEY SMALLWOOD
BILLSE JO SPEARS
JOE STAMPLEY
TAMMY WYNETTE
_
THE ABOVE UST 'S S'JBJECTTO CANCELLATION AND ALTERATION
Trade exhibition stands are still available tor Wembley and all the International
Festivals Advertising space is also available in the official Souvenir Programme
-contact MURRAY KASH:

#

i

C
m.

/l/lervyn Conn Organiscftion Limited
Chandos House. 45-46 Chandos Place, London WC2N 4NS.
Telephone: 01-836 7255-7 01-836 9905-9 01-836 9970.
Telegrams: 'Promdisc' London WC2. Telex: Mercon 23343.

I
%

-M'
MERVYNCONN
PROMOTIONS
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IHP* lUUIgflnl FACT SHEETS
SING! FS
TITLE/Artist

COMPILEDBYJOWY Jfl&ftH
COMMENTS

RELEASE
DATE
NOV 10

PROMOTION
UK CHARTING
Highest (or last) entry
Special bag with artist pic, fronl — Back. From LP, To The Limit (AMLH 64732).
Love
1976).And Affection (10.

NOV 10

Rock "n' Roll Damnation (24,
1978)

KIKI DEE
Stay
Me 4Baby (Phonodisc'
RockoiWith
XPRES

October 27

SUBWAY
SECT
Ambition
Rough Trado RT 007 (Rough
Trade)
BARBRA
NEIL Me Flowers
You
Don't&Bring
CBS 6803
(CBS)

October 27

With
EltonMyJohn.
Don'
Go
Breaking
Heart
(1. t1976);
(out
solo
hits
including
reissue
Amourcuso
oventuai-'
y Loving although
And Free
listed
Top 50fcruncomplete
of EP. 8 week.
None

NOV 10

Both
solo artistsNeilunder
BarbraasStreisand,
Diamond.

Assumed
interestUSfrom
not surprisingly
hit programmers with two superstars joining forces. Already,

THE
KING S SINGERS
Some
EMI 2878Enchanted Wavelengths
(EMI)

NOV 3

None

Song utilised
by BBCwhoforsellitswell
newm.o
wavelengths.
concerts
by groups
r. — classicalRegularly
field featured. Frequent

SQUEEZE
Goodbye
A&M AMSGirl7398

October 27
(CBS)

Special record sleeve, some advertising, quick follow-up to second rather quick
Take
Bang Mo
BangI'm(49.Yours
1978)(19. 19781; chart fading single. Growing airplay action.

sc
Better ordinary
cut than with
previous
catchycoming
hook although
actual
^™f.beat,
rather
vital with
colouring
from almost
samba sty.e musical
Flip
Saints
Ativc
starts
well
but
deteriorates
into
predictable
instrument
nits
crushing laid-back vocals.

RACHEL
SWEET
BABY
Sti»
BUY 33

NOV 3

None

(EMI)

Considerab'
e airplay,
press coverage.
Stiff including
train tour,Radio
UK One extra list; hit-pick Capital. Heavy music

Splendidlongs
version
o( 1966Has
songexcellent
which sounds
power,
to match.
chorus.more
Shouldlatesen.Mfc by girl with vocai

DEAN
Lydio FRIEDMAN
Leeccng
LS 403

NOV 3
(CBS)

Woman
Of Mine
(55, 19781
Lucky Stars
(3. 19781

OGWT; interviews commercial, BBC radio stations; intorvicw/livc performance
Capital; daily, some
press coverage; extensive act-vity GTO
promotion-press
team.consumer
Currentmusic
UK tour.

Instant follow-up
artist chart
in country.
without
ottractivo toladymaintain
vocals,momentum
this shouldwhile
give artist
hatrick.Although
No surprises
when taken in context of previous 45s

10RedsCCIn My Bed
Mercury
6008 035 (Phonodiscl

NOV 10

13 hits Dreadlock
1972 onwards
Most(1.
recent
Holiday
1978).

Current
chart album.
Bloody
Tourists,
from which
previous chart-topper
taken
Recent
tour.
Extensivo
consumer
musicsingle
pressascovemgo.
special article
Music Week
inUKrecent
weeks.

Although seeming automatic buy-ins not usually covered here this included to
allay
doubts
s recent
success
of another spate
of
hits
—lingering
two
strongthatLPgroup'
with
Athen
side
relyingnot
onstart
strong
Personally
find flip
moremore
commercial,
ifcuts
A stutters
Take
These
Chainschorus
could chart
ta'k.

DAVID ESSEX
Goodbye
First194Love (Phonodisc)
Mercury 6007

NOV 10

14 hits,Oh1973What
onwards:
recent
A Circusmost13,
1978);
still
charting
BrandNov
New World (HP, W/E,
11).

ForthcomingEvita,
UK tour.
Extensive
publicity
from recentcontinuation
ending in London
production.
Re-run
of BBCcurrent
TV
series.
of artistLP.
interest via issue
past
product,
CBSIn-direct
single, past hits charting

Love ballad displaying
growing
maturity
ofinartist
vocal
expression,
given splendid
production.
Almost
stately,
hymn
qualityvalue
pans
which
affects
eventually
proven
staying
power
of
this
hit
45
Flip,
good
1950'
s
styled
rock
'n'
composition which had me thinking artist could rc-chart old Charlieroll,
GracioEssex
hits.

RELEASE
DATE/
BACKGROUND
NOV
10 re-union
Long-awaited
album
of famous
Irom 1960'
s. trio

BACK
CATALOGUE
Huge
number
ofincluding
recordedPeter.
albums
as trio(Warner).
Paul
&disbanding,
Mary
With
1971
solo albums
including Paul Stookey
—
Paul And- (Warner);
Peter
Yarrow
Peter
(Warners)
with
Mary5 solo
Trovers
prolific,
LP'smost
with
recent
EveryoneChrysalis
Of Us. release It's In

BIOGRAPHY

PROMOTION

COMMENT

Famous trio,Village,
broughtNY,together
Greenwich
acoustic
covering group.
Blowin'Found
In Thefame
Wind
but
initial
hit.
Sceger'
sUKIf 1 Top
Had
A
Hammer.
Four
50 hits
Leavin'
On
A JetwithP'ahighest,
nc (2. 1970).
Always
dynamicwithstagerepertoire
performances,
broadening away from first
folk,
1977not
sawtooreunion.folk-rock.
Solo careers
successful
Yarrow
co- hit.
produced
Mary
McGregor
Tom Between Two Lovers.

WEA
say basic
servicingofwillmedia
provide initialif worth
a'bum doncentralion
with
monitoring
extra
push.careful
Obviously
initial attraction forto see
many PP&Mgiving
fans from
1950'
s
,
early
70s
who
sadly
bid
goobyo
to
triopersonal
and who
will
welcome
this
coming
togother.
No
tour,
no
promotion
planned
at
lime
of
copy
but
possibility
of
advertising
in
relevant
(ournals.
to past. Expociod reviews music press plus dailies, with recall

KATE
ANNA McGARRIGLE NOV 10
Pronto&Monto
available for
Warners
K 56561
(WEA) Material
release from
US visit
with at
one-time
from duo hoped
since they
have been in Europe.

Two
previous albums,
Kate &
Anna
(Warners).
DancerMcGarnglo
With Bruised
Knees
(Warners).

Popularbackground
French Canadian
sisters,
solid
classical,
folksong with
obvious
upbringing
in
oolondours of Gregorian chant.
Songs
mainly onderived
from
roots, always
album,
concert
several
numbers
in French.singSeveral
visits
to
UK.
interviews.
Haveconcerts,
wide popularity.

WEA
house
magazine,
(Vol 2 No4),at lorcopygeneral
Hopedwailing
personal
docsNovember
not seem
date. trade
Initial
WEA
to visit
see how
album
lares,possible
radio, press reviews
before
any
possible
further
promotional
action.
Duo
have
known
name,
experiencing
ue'l out UKstudents
concerts.withParticularly
popularplus
college,
further education
known appeal
also go wide cross-section of rock market.

Pleasing
withstandpoint
signs of lifeas still
~ doubtless
seen
(romre-union
newm.o.r
wave
music
fo'though
trendybo
middle-aged
pop followers
forharmless
certainlyhappenings
lacks aggression
with
little if any
reference
to contemporary
a
characteristic
of theirwithin
materialownfirst-time
round. For
mostmight
part
keeps
high
standard
limits
although
some
irritated by track reminders that three are together, indeed bo
friends,
by S2T5.
Bestintended
Of Friends
and S1T5. a
rather (allasflatevidenced
on the (ace
humorous
number.
Particularly
car-catching
some
unusual,
creative
vocal
harmony
work
with
varied
charting
of
voices
reaching
peak
in unusual
working
of
much
covered
Dylan
song.
Forever
Young.
Peter
Yarrow several
songSales
credits,
Joel and Album
Cynthiasleeve
Weil/Barry
Mann.
shouldalso
beBilly
reasonable.
wilh
two
guys
in
dinner
outfit
does
not
seem
particularly
eyecatching
No radical departure from previous two but excellence
maintained.inMore
splendid
tunes,choice
arrangomenis,
exquisite
colourings
voice,
instrument
Usual
crystal,
rathe old
world
sounding,
clear
vocal
tones
with
infectious
harmony.
Sheer
warmthmaking
of artistsforcomos
acrosslistening
with their
melodic
inventiveness
emotional
responses
Pleasure
from feeling
sisters making
music forfeeling.
their intrinsic
respect,
devotion
for two
this method
of expression,
No wasted
cuts.
Sheer
pleasure
(romkindbeginning
toByendrights
Unfortunately
British
radio
i
l
serves
this
of
quality.
IP
should
be
top
of
chart but who programmes this kind ol quality other than
occasional
dabbling' Kindshows
of LP suggesting average
should bosales,
more
obvous
deservingalbum
more.tracking
In-storo play, anyPresumablv
cut

JOHN
KIRKPATRICK
NOV 10 available for
Going
Spare
Free Reed
FRR030 (Selecw) Material
release
with
artistof
recently
member
final
shor
t-lrvcd
Steeleye Span. line-up,

Various
in natu'010).c: Plain
Capers
(FRR
Record
of Month
—MM,SueFolk
November
1976;ly High
With
Harris,
A
Rea'
Class
Band (Topic
recent
releases.12TS 295) among

One
o( with
true ability
'originals'
o( folk
revival
to cast
net
wide
in finding
material,
absorbing
various
influences,
strains
of popular
song(or
Particularly
respected
ability
at finding
not merely
relyingEnglish
on usualtunes
Irish
jigs,
reels,
part
and
parcel of most Known
concertina
accompanists.
for
work
with Sue
particularly
(or LPHarris,
back catalogue
Inlisted
rocontin
suprioed
many bybutjorelationship
ning
Steeleye
short
withSpan
group folding.

Artist clubs
froquemly
headlines,
(o'with
k (estiva'
s. local
styled
gigs,
folkappears
journals
expected
considerable
review
space,inAdvertising
with amongst
poplist,papers.
Melody
Maker
Advertised
regular
advance
pull-out
styled
sheet,
Free
Reed catalogue.

JOAN
ARMATRADING
Bottom
The Top (CBS)
A&M AMSTo 7393
AC/DCLotto Rosio
VVholo
K 11207

(WEA)

ALBUMS
ARTIST/TITLE
LABEL/Number/
Distributor
PETER.
& MARY
ReunionKPAUL
Warner
56554
(WEA!

52nd Street
CBS B3181
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cult following
(CBS) With
Important
for
sLPmultanisous
with
majorsrelease
US of
market.
Joel'
popularity
growing
UK
which gives
CBSonbasic
energy
to build
already
extensive
push
Of artist.

Piano
80719).
releasedMan1975;(CBSStrcctlifc
Serenade
(CBS (CBS
807661.811issued
1975;
Turnstiles
95),
June, 1976,
The Stronger
82311).
December.
1977 (CBS

78 extensive
extensivo
pressNov.
coverage
tour
from
October 30tour,(inished
London,
15 NewwithLPalbum
issuedcharting.
October 13.Further
from which
sing'
o comes
(IfMM,YouSounds,
Want Blood
You'vselected
e Got It trades;
K 50532).radioLPspots
campaign
with
single
linked,
NME
ads.
tour
towns,
cut-outs, posters, stickers, streamers in 400 accounts
Good
airplay
warmSpecial
reviews
reactionearly
Radio
One,response;
Rcundtoble.
biog,certain
photossections
(or musicmusic
press.press; positive
Special sleeve, song lyrics on back. Current major UK tour with Buzzcocks.

New Yorker,
localLongbands
before
Island
g'making
oup Hassles,
Played
organ,
group
UA
LP.
With
group
drummer
formed
Allila,
dobut
Epic
LP, solo
7969career,
before folding
Eventual
with
signing Just Sunshine
records.
solo LP
Cold Spring
Harbour
with
evonluol
signing
CBS
for
dobut
LP.
1973.
Major
hit
(rom
start
CBS
career
in States with
strango
lack
upprociation
heromelodious
from
goncral
pubNc
until
Jus!
The
Way
You
Are.
Appeared
concert
tour
UK.
much
MM touted, particularly by

Tatav
by
than last«,thoughtful
45.ilhcvrardcd
film theme
reggae,
songThe.yricWild GeoseHoo

^Subtle intro back-

Definite chart possibility.

If so. this deserves high placing.
Should
wayDJ,io.oas ohorna.iyo
chore
with lillte dha"M
dS'lorh
taken good
byfindmain
wilh sovoral
currant
sidos
with
main
driyrr
along
by
regular
"'
O
?"
good
Flp features more of bond Previous, only 45. rr.sucd via Braik with
10.000vocals.
plus sales
Combination of bvo chrisnon names hardly illustrious ring. m°™ su"°d, a
landlord,
hostessgoesconnolalions.
Ralhe.conversational
curious flw^.
gg*
numberUSwhich
nowhere,
almost
piece^
built
aroundquestion
iimitca
score
loves superstar
novelties,
whether here remains
interesting
, ed d , n c
Releasedchant
by demand
with expected
sales fromvocalmoreob.l'Radio
.^.
r' fc ^ Clover
utilising
ty. llcx'2stuaion
b' ityt of^"ifd.c
artists.
Presumably
noarrangement
commercial
airplay,byexcellent
would
create .nterosung
charts
m
lop
selling
lists
utilised
some
stations
(or
would
n
bo
hrsi
non
soxist.
political disc suffering ban?

with
rriaior advertisingIromtrade,
consumer
press,6821)
otherissued
relevant
quarters
My Lifeaccompanied
(CBS
also
Novemberwith10.single
Cons-'dorabloLP,airplay
recent records
should
ho
so
on
ibis
LP,
45.
wilh
latter
good
chance
of
charting
with
its insistentHashook
allied UK
to good
song build-up,
arrangement
appeared
concert
yeareventually
with major
chart
single.byJust
Are Top
whichthis
disappoint
not The
beingWay
longYou
lasting
20pidresident
with
deserving
top
f.vo a!withminimum
Front-pago
featureLondon
CBS News
November
3
issue
reminder
of
Dr.jry
Lane,
event"
with packed theatre, preceded OGWT.

S1T7 songfolkWhat
Do You DointoIn tizz
The Daysuggests
should via
send
hardened
artistlyrichasMajor
more
in system than traditionalists
mere undoubted
love (or(ortraditional
music
Icature
for
artist
followers,
all
words
and
music
by
Kirkpatrick
act contrasted against only one self penned composition ever a
provous'y waxed.
Such sudden recording
of own material
hr C.0U£10 w,deh Adlscuss!o
" in ,0,k quarters, although
bl n Coun
hand boh nd Richard
r- h ^ ^", ) 2Thompson"V.(UK
Steeleye.Novmost3-19)recent
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Steve Miller's records
sell in the millions in the States and he's compared in terms ot popularity to die likes ot
Fleem 0X?-tu^ rdease of the Steve Miller Band's Greatest Hits 1974-78, Britain
1 c th ^ opportunity to hear 14 quintessential Miller tracks, including seven of his smash
U.S. hits
^
^
000 copies 0f ^ album have a recommended retail price of£3.50 S
1 l\ sci
^ id
L it zooming up the charts even faster. It's all part of die big campaign which should
_s in
national press, die music press, radio commercials and
including ad\ ei is<certain Steve Miller is risht where he belongs - on top.
telephone tapes-to make ecu
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30. DJ rofurns. but excluding any titles which heuo previously
GET ON DOWN, Roy A.vcrs{Polydor AYERS 12,12in)
1 (I) GET ON UP
ON/CYCLOPS (45 rpm)/BUTTERFLY/SAY YOU WILL, Eddie
2 (2) PRANCE
Henderson (Capitol 12CL 16015,12ln/Tower EST11846, LP)
3 (6) DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester (Fantasy FTC 163)
4 (3) SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW, Manu Dibango (Decca GFR 13810,12ln)
MILLION STEPS. Rahni Harris (Inspirational Sounds SPL 001, US
5 (5) SIX
Import 12ln)
6 (7) GIVING IT BACK, Phil Hurt! (Fantasy 12FTC 161,12ln)
7 (4) IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson (Warner Bros K 17237)
IN THE BUSH. Musique(CBS 6791, 7in/CBS 83173, LP)
8 (10) GET
IT WHILE YOU CAN, Olympic Runners (Poiydor RUN 12,12ln)
9 (9)
10 (21) LE FREAK, Chic (Atlantic K 11209, 7in/DSKO 131, import 12ln)
ONE
NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadelic (Warner Bros K 17246)
(22)
11
ONLY YOU, Teddy Pcndergrass (Philadelphia PIR 12-6713,12in)
12 (8) TAKE
THAT TO THE BANK, Shalamar(RCA FC 1379, 12in)
13 (12)
14 (14) DISCO DANCING, Stanlcv Turrentinc (Fantasy 12FTC 162,121n)
15 (ID PLATO'S RETREAT, Joe Thomas (TK TKN 6049)
16 (16) BAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE, Cleveland Eaton (Gull GULS 63-12,12ln)
YOU SEE ME, Roy Aycrs (Poiydor 2391365, LP)
17 (15) CAN'T
18 (34) RIDE-O-ROCKET. Brothers Johnson (Funk A&Merica AMSP7400,12in)
19 (26) YOU'RE A STAR, Aquarian Dream (Elektra K 52109, LP)
20 (30) I LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE, Alicia Bridges (Poiydor PD D-503,12in)
21 (17) NIGHT DANCING, Joe Farrell (Warner Bros BSK 3225, US import
LP/12in promo)
22 (20) ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME, La Bionda (Mercury 9199895, 12in)
23 (37) I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Khan (Warner Bros K 17269)
24 (-) SHOOT ME WITH YOUR LOVE, Tasha Thomas (Orbit OR 700, US Import
LP)
25 (-) HAPPY SONG, Ronnie Foster (Columbia JC 35373, US import LP)
26 (-) BURNIN', Carol Douglas(Mldsong BURN 12, 121n)
27 (27) SAYA PRAYER FOR tWO/I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER, Crown
Heights Affair (Mercury 9199918,12in)
28 (-) IT'S MUSIC, Damon Harris (Fantasy WMOT D-l 11, US import 12ln)
29 (25) BLACK IS THE COLOUR, Wllbcrt Longmlre (Tappan Zee JC 35365, US
import LP)
30 (19) No. 1 DEE JAY/SUPERJOCK, Goody Goody (Atlantic SD 19197, US
import LP/12ln promo)
31 (-) GET DOWN, Gene Chandler (20lh Century/Chi-Sound T 578, US import
LP)
32 (32) SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN, Howard Kenney (Warner Bros BSK
3220, US Import LP)
33 '(-) Y.M.C.A., Village People (Mercury 6007192)
34 (23) RHYTHM OF LIFE, Afro Cuban Band (Arista ARIST 12214,12in)
35 (36) SHAME, Evelyn'Champagne' King (RCA PC 1122,12in)
36 (28) MONTEGO BAY, Sugar Cane (Ariola Hansa AHAD 524-12,12ln)
37 (-) VICTIM, CandlStalon (Warner Bros K 1722l/121n promo)
38 (24) HOT SHOT, Karen Young (Atlantic K 11180,12in)
39 (-) I LOVE TO SEE YOU DANCE, Finished Touch (Motown TMG 1126)
40 (40) TURN MY WORLD BACK AROUND, Eddie Horan (HDM 2002, US
import LP)

Peter Skellern
PETER SKELLERN is one of the
low-profile members of the pop
fraternity. It is some seven years
since his first major hit, You're A
Lady, and since then he has followed
up with several excellent albums and
singles which somehow have just
disappeared without trace. His
concert appearances have also been
few and far between, so it was good
to welcome him back on stage at the
London Palladium last Wednesday.
It is a major challenge for any
performer to do both halves of a
show, but Skellern's gamble paid
off. Whether just accompanying
himself on the piano, being backed
by a small rhythm section or having
the full musical forces of the
Grimethorpe Colliery Band behind
him, Skellern succeeded in wooing
his audience. For a couple of hours,
everyone was removed from the
pressures of everyday London life
and removed to a world of oldfashioned romance and thGdansant.
Teaming Skellern with
Grimethorpe was a splendid stroke.
The mixture is potent on record, of
course, as demonstrated by his latest
Mercury album, Skellern, but the
visual aspects are equally as
impressive.
The evening's music was mainly
culled from Skellern's various
albums, including Our Jackie's
Getting Married and Hold On To
Love, from his Decca days, That Is
The End Of The News, by Noel
Coward and one of the few nonSkellern songs, and tracks from the
new LP including You And I, Where
Do We Go From Here and the
single, Love Is The Sweetest Thing.
You're A Lady was reserved until
last, of course, and he reprised it as
an encore.
The evening was a major stepping
stone in Skellern's chequered career

D CD C
smr
and indicated that he is still one of
Britain's best singer-songwriter
,a,entS
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Dorothy
Squires

Streetband
LOGO ACT Streetband is at a
critical phase in its development. On
tour backing GTO hopefuls The
Movies it is making the move up
from pub residence to full blown
tour act with vinyl product on show.
At the Marquee recently the band
showed that it is taking the
transition in its stride. The danger to
be avoided is in becoming loo
impatient for success or too cocky
after the obviously enthusiastic
acclaim from fans.
It is rare for a support band to be
noticed let alone called for two
encores, but Streetband managed
that and the fans were only
quietened when the DJ played
Toast, the current single performed
recently on Top Of The Pops. Toast
is a quirky number largely
unrepresentative of the band's
material and it started out as the 'B'
side to Hold On which seemed to
interest radio programmers and
record buyers less. The single was a
natural feature of the act with pieces
of toast being cast among the
audience like frisbecs.
The act was full of great numbers,
many of which would make good
singles for an established band but in
the case of a newcomer like
Streetband would need to be heavily
promoted. Best of those was Happy
Families, a sort of up-tempoed
Seventies style Small Faces
treatment and It Takes A Thief.
First encore was a cod version of
Shakin' All Over — a live speciality
featuring the two guitarists,
followed by Loud Music, another
potential single for a band with a
promising future.
DAVID DALTON

LIKE HER music or not, no-one can
deny that Dorothy Squires remains
one of Britain's most durable
singing stars. It's now 32 years since
her first major hit, Billy Reid's The
Gypsy, yet she still packs them into
the Palladium for her annual
autumn concert.
Miss Squires' most recent Sunday
concert at the theatre was again a
mixture of razzamatazz, naked
emotion, vocal dramatics and
nostalgia. The first half of the show
was a sensible blend of well-known
material including her own Say It
With Flowers, Norman Newell's
Born To Lose, (from her Decca LP,
Rain Rain, Go Away) Nobody Does
It Like Me, Do 1 Worry and Don't
Take Your Love Away From Me.
The second half was a bold
gamble with Miss Squires
performing songs from a musical she
has written based on the life of King
Charles the Second, called Old Roly,
and which she is staging on
Broadway next year. The material
was, of course, unknown and she
linked the songs with dialogue about
the storyline. It could have been a
tedious exercise but the singer's
sheer chutzpah and showmanship
turned it into a triumph for her.
The evening ended with Miss
Squires' personal anthem, My Way,
sufficient flowers to fill Kew
Gardens, a standing ovation which
most artists dream about but never
get and enough cheers to raise the
roof of the Palladium. Once again
she sent her fans home happy and
yet again added another chapter to
the amazing Dorothy Squires
comeback story.
CHRIS WHITE
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The single.
Gerard Kenny.
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IfrOS JET RECORD & ROAD SHOW
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NEW SINGLE

NEW SINGLE

TRAN-SI5TIER

"I'm Not Ready"

JET 130

JET 126

On Tour With
Magazine

On Tour With
Bethnal
NOVEMBER
13th CAMBRIDGE—University
15th BRADFORD-University
16th NORTH STAFFS—Polytechnic
17th NEWCASTLE—Polytechnic
18th Manchester—University
22nd LOUGHBOROUGH-University
23rd LEEDS—Polytechnic
24th SHEFFIELD—Polytechnic
25fh LONDON—Hammersmith Odeon
"29^ WEMBLEY ARENA-Great British
Music Festival
DECEMBER
1st NOTTINGHAM—University
2nd WARWICK-University
'This date without Bethnal

NOVEMBER
21st PORTSMOUTH-Locarno
25th MANCHESTER-University
27th PLYMOUTH-Metro
28th BRISTOL—locamo
29th LIVERPOOL—Mounttord Mall
30th LANCASTER-University
DECEMBER
1st NEWCASTLE-Un.vers.ty
3rd MIDDLESBROUGH—Town Hall
4th SHEFFIELD—University
6th BIRMINGHAM—Barbarella s
7th COVENTRY-Locarno
8th HANLEY—Victoria Hall
9th AYLESBURY—Friars
10th CARDIFF-Top Rank Suite

0

CORDS

Kingfish
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SlN<3LES

„H,0Hywood &Vine
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Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01-960 2155, CBS Distribulion Centre, Barlby Rd., London W10.
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LISTINGS
A Remember/Decimalisation,
TASTE
OF
AGRO,
THE
BARON KNIGHTS. Epic EPC 6829
ICI
ACCIDENT PRONE, Let Me Fly,
STATUS QUO. Vertigo QUO 2 (Fl
ANYTIME, Little Darlin', THE
DODGERS. Polydor 2059 074 IF)
B
BABY MY LOVE, Baby My Love Ft. 2,
FIL CALLENDAR. Cactus CT 116
(C/CR)
BACK ON WATERSHIP DOWN, To My
Surprise, ROBIN. Ember EMBS 366
(A)

MULLARD, Arthur/Hylda Baker
D
O'CONNOR, Dos
YF
QUAZAR
s
RECORDS
B
ROBIN
J
ROMEOS
RUBINOOS
E
SALSOUl ORCHESTRA
L
SANITY CLAUS
C
SANTANA
W
SHADOWS
D
SHADY LADIES
L
T
SIMON, Tito
SNOW, C. B
E
SOUTHSIDE, Johnny
I
STATUS QUO
A
STEWART, Amii
K
STOPOUTS
S
TEACH IN
D
THIRD WORLD
D
TIGGETTY
B
VILLAGE PEOPLE
Y
WHITE PLAINS
W
WILLIAMS, Sam
L
WRIGHT, Frederick/Feam Kinney .... S
ZUKIE, Tapper
-F
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A- -Phonodiac.
Pye. C - CBS.
E - EMI,
H -W H.- WEA.
R. Taylor,
L -F
Lugtons, R - RCA, S - Sslocta, X - Clyde
Factors.
P—
Pinnocla,2SH— Enterplso,
— Shannon,CRQ—— Croolo,
Charthdale,
G — Lightning, SP — Spartan.

c u
n
COMIN' HOME TO YOU, Give Me Time.
TONY HAYES. Mettle MET 1 (SP)
COOL MEDITATION, Cool Meditation
Pt. 2, THIRD WORLD. Island WIP
6469 (E)
D
DISCO CLONE. Disco '0', CHRISTINA.
Island WIP 12001 (E)
DEAR JOHN, Instrumental Dear John,
TEACH-IN. EMI 2891 (E)
DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA,
Montezuma's Revenge, THE
SHADOWS. EMI 2890 (E)
DON'T GO BREAKING MY HEART.
Sweet Kind Of Guy, ARTHUR
MULLARD/HYLDA BAKER. Pye 7N
46139(A)
EF
EVERY NIGHT, Keep A Watch On The
Shoreline, C. B. SNOW. CBS 6842
(C)
FALLING IN LOVE, Leave My Heart
Alone. RUBINOOS. Beserkley BZZ
22(F)
FIRST STREET ROCK, Tapper Roots,
TAPPER ZUKIE. Front Line FLS 115
(C)
FUNK 'N' ROLL (DANCING IN THE
FUNKSHINE), Savin' My Love For A
Rainy Day, QUAZAR. Arista ARIST
224(F)

BEAUTIFUL DROP OUT, Midnight Lady.
FRANKIE AVALON. Mercury 6168
102(F)
BLACK COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.
Motorway Mess, TIGGETTY. Pye 7N
46133(A)
BR6AKING GLASS. Art Decade/Ziggy
. Stardust, DAVID BOWIE. RCA BOW
1 (R)
BURNS NIGHT FEVER, Guinness Book
Of Records, BILL BARCLAY. Safari
SAFE 12 (A)

GH
GIVE ME EVERYTHING, I Love You Big
Dummy, MAGAZINE. Virgin VS 237
(C)
HEAVENS ABOVE, You're A Lady.
C MARMALADE. SKY 1010 (A)

CHRISTMAS, You Look Like An Angel,
C J. J.BARRIE. RCA PB 5126 (R)
CHRISTMAS IN SMURFLAND, Father
Abrahams Holiday, FATHER
ABRAHAM AND THE SMURFS.
Decca FR 13819(8)
CHRISTMAS JINGLES. I Saw Three
Ships/God Rest Ye Merry
Gentlemen/Ding Dong/Nos Gallan,
SANITY CLAUS. EMI 2889 (E)

I PLAYED THE FOOL, Light Don't Shine,
SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND THE
ASBURY JUKES. Epic EPC 6828 (C)
IP DIP CHIBBERDY DIP, Try It, You'll
Like It, FRANK CARSON. Galaxy GY
158(C)
I'LL PUT YOU TOGETHER, West End Of
Park Lane, HOT CHOCOLATE. RAK
286(E)

JET SET LADY, Air On A G String,
JIMMY HAYNES. JA-UK PFUL 2004
(A)
JULIET, Lucky in Love, THE ROMEOS.
RCA PB 5119(B)
K
KNOCK ON WOOD, When You Are
Beautiful, AMII STEWART. Atlantic
K llZldlWl
LE FREAK, Savoir Faire, CHIC. Atlantic K
11209 IW)
LITTLE DRUMMER BOY, Merry
Christmas Ail, SALSOUL
ORCHESTRA. Salsoul SSOL 113 (El
LONELY NIGHTS, Eight Lessons Of
Love, SHADY LADIES. President PT
475 (ZLHRI
LOOKING, Looking Version, HORACE
FAITH. Ananasi PFUL 7551 (A)
LOVE SLIPPED THROUGH MY
FINGERS, You Don't Mean It, SAM
WILLIAMS. Grapevine GRP 116 (R)
LOVING IS EASY, Polk Street Rag,
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST.
Polydor POSP 12IFI
N
NATTY GET WEARY. Natty Get Weary
Dub. CULTURE. Front Line FLS 116
(C)
NO DESTINATION BLUES, J-K Off All
Night Long, THE FRED BANANA
COMBO. Warm PF 9001 (A)

STARRY EYES, Paint Her Face, THE
RECORDS. Record Label NB 2 (C)
SIMPLE, Funny Farm, MEAL TICKET.
Logo GO(D) 330 (R)
STRANGE THOUGHTS, Just For You
And Me, THE STOPOUTS. Skeleton
SKL001 (G/H/Rough Trade)
SWEET LIFE, Tonight's The Night,
FREDERICK WRIGHT/FEARN
KINNEY, CBS 6830(C)
TELEVISION ROMEO. Born To Win, THE
D P.'s. Barn 2014 129 (F)
THINGS WILL BE BETTER, Please Talk
To Me, TITO SIMON. Pearl PFU
8000(A)
THIS SIDE OF MIDNIGHT, Star Cruiser,
GREGG DIAMOND. TKL TKR 7511
ICI
TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Rest Your Love In
Me BEE GEES. RSO 25 IFI
WY
WANNA
FALLPVKPV
IN LOVE,
Plains, WHITE
PLAINS.
19 (C/CR)
WELL
ALRIGHT, Life
is A
Lady/Holiday/Wham,
SANTANA.
CBS 6755 (C)
WHO WILL STOP THE RAIN, Proud
Mary/Haste The Night.
CREEDENCE-CLEARWATER. Fantasy FTC 164(E)
YMCA, The Woman, VILLAGE PEOPLE.
Mercury 9199 944(F)
YES THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS, At
Christmas, DES O'CONNOR. Pye 7N
46132(A)
YOU'RE THE GREATEST LOVER, Lite Is
On My Side, LUV. EMI 2888 (E)

PRESSURE DROP, Don't Stop Making
Love, CHEETAH. Safari SAFE 11 (A)
ROCK AGAINST RACISM, Truly,
CIMARONS. CIMA 12(F)
ROUND AND ROUND, Something In A
r Song, DANIEL BOONE. Rampage
^ RAM 14 (S)
RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED REINDEER,
Palais, WOUNDED JOHN SCOTT
CRFF. Pva 7N 46034 (A)

TOTAL ISSUED
Singles notified by major manufacturers for
week ending 18th November 1978.
This This This
Week Month Year
EMI
4 (5) 17 (13) 255 (439)
EMI (LRDI
5 (4) 17 (12) 234 (45)
Dacca
1 (2) 5 (4) 61 (90)
Pye
5 (4) 16 (11) 223 (148)
Polydor
5 (5) 15 (10) 203 (227)
CBS
6 (7) 17 (11) 274 (250)
Phonogram
3 (5) 12 (9) 158 (158)
RCA
4 (4) 14 (10) 124 (152)
WEA
2(12) 25 (23) 339 (208)
Others
20(23) 63 (43) 726 (699)
Total
55(71) 201(146) 2597(2416)

OVER 100,000 ALREADY SOLD
INCREASE YOUR TURNOVER AND PROFIT WITH THIS SUPERB RANGE OF BELT BUCKLES
ORDER NOW - THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
BELT-UP
Cast in brass of
mickle silver, these
BELT BUCKLES incorporate
a superb dazzling full
colour design in
'spectrochrome' or 'Iredescent
Chromium'.
Our extended range
now consists of over
60 different designs

S*-1 , yvTTN > w
£33^ '
ritea-mA
»sf"

To showcase our buckles we have designed the elegant
counter display pictured above. The displayers, supplied free of
charge, will provide your store with a gleaming focal point of
unsurpassed profitability

BELT BUCKLES

For buckles, belts and full details contact.

Wholesalers required in most areas
Export Enquiries welcome.

STATI0N APPR0ACH
RFI
PRniUinTiniVIQ
- TWEEDY
BROMLEY,
KENT.
ULL T.ilP
I -Ul
r ntllVlU I lumo TEL 01 464 9995. TELEX:
896218.ROAD.EXPORT
ENQUIRIF
EXPORT ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM LIGHTNING RECORDS 841 HARROW RD., LONDON N.W.10. Tel, 01-969 8344
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lBOUGH Town Hal
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(Empire Pool)
DECEMBER
181
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, SWANSEA Brangwyn Hah
? CARH'TTTOP Ranh Su'
3
f PRESTON Guildhall
4
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5i 1
: eI aCKPOOE opera House
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S BOURNEMOUTH Village Bowl
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,9lh To be announced
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i NEWCA^^^
Album 6641 877 Cassette 7599 386

Recorded live at Newcastle City Hall

Kv'Uxll.,
phonogram
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Record Tokens Thought For The Week

GUESS

WHICH

WILL

40 YEAR OLD

ACCOUNT

FOR

4%

OF ALL RECORD SALES

THIS CHRISTMAS -

GUARANTEED

Can you imagine any one performer accounting for 4%
of all the UK record and tape sales this Christmas?
It ro///happen.
Record Tokens, forty years old this year, do it every
Christmas.
Without Record Tokens, the whole industry would
suffer a major slump — because that 4% would otherwise
go on non-record purchases.
Don't imagine for a moment that if people stopped
buying Tokens, they'd buy records. They wouldn't.
They'd buy knickers and tights, aftershave and socks.
Therefore, if you're averaging say 5% net — it doesn't
make much sense to miss out on the 4% turnover that
results from Record Tokens, does it?
In fact, quite the reverse. It will pay you to support
Record Tokens in every way you can.
So remember these golden rules:
1. Dog-eared tokens only appeal to pet lovers! (Keep
your cards fresh, in a proper dispenser). . .

2. No big-seller ever resulted from being kept under the
counter (again, keep your tokens in the public eye).. .
3. If the customer isn't sure what to buy, suggest a
Token (before they opt for the drugstore next door)...
One more point: Record Tokens are supplied S.O.R.
Once sold, you can hold on to the cash for months before
they are charged to you.
You could easily take £1,500 or more from a single
square foot dispenser . . . many shops take £5,000 or
more annually on Tokens, with next to no effort.
4% extra sales . .. profit from the cards. . . S.O.R. . . . cash
in hand ... all with virtually nil effort . ..
It's a great scheme. It's even better if you back it to the
hilt.

REMINDER
If you don't already sell Tokens phone
01-848 4631/2/3 right away — ask to become a Record Tokens dealer now. This
is the week to start backing Tokens.
Put up yourdisplay today.

RECORD TOKENS Helping everybody in the business
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CLASSIFIED
advertisement rates
Effaclive 13th May, 1978, Music Week Ciassifiecl
Advertisement rates are:
£3.50 per single column centimetre
Box number charge C1.00, and series discounts will remain
at: —
6 insertions 10% p insertions 15%
PLEASE note that all advertisements are
SOLO BY THE SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE
(MINIMUM CHARGE £6.00) l"V,l:'Hfc
The per word rate is discdniinued.
The copy aeadline is BopKlrtgs Wednesdays; Artwork Thuiatav
5pm. one week prior to publication. Advertisements mav be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesotlino
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
For further information contact Dave Pinnington Tel
01.836-1522, 40 Long Acre, Govern Garden, London
WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims
arising out of advertising on the classified pages.

Can ANY other wholesaler
even match this???
Top 1,000 LPs always in stock.
Plus Top 200 Cassettes and Cartridges.
Top selling singles.
Plus hundreds of oldies.
Accessories including Blank Cassettes, Cassette and Cartridge
cleaners. Polythene covers only £6.50 per 1,000.
24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland, Belgium, West
Germany, France and Eire.
Excellent carrier service to U.K. and all other countries.
Our prices arc the absolute lowest. Strict trade -?-3% handling
charge.
Our Cash & Carry and distribution Warehouse is open at;
779 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E.l 1
Telephone 01-556 2429
A nsaphone after 6 p. m. and weekends

m
as

£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo IP's, 8 tracks
and Cassettes Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small.'Phone, telex, write
oi visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC. 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020, U.S.A. Phone; 215-7851541 or Telex 843366.
Recstapes CRDN
SP&S is same day Service with a smile
.. knowing our onions: it's raining again, business is growing, and everything in the
gardens lovely! SP&S know from experience the importance of fast efficient service.
Companies are people-and ours are hand picked for their ability backed with
experience and skills. The right people plus the equipment and back up facilities.
Phone us now for our comprehensive list; ask us about our bumper crop of over
1.5 million LP's, cassettes and 8 tracks covering all music tastes; our ten fully
equipped sales vans that cover the UK. our complete merchandising package deals.
Theres lots more just waiting for you at any one of our three showrooms, so keep
smiling!
EUROPES LEADING WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS
Hega House Ullin Street London E14 6PN Tel. 01-987 3812
Telex: 8951427
Glampor House 47 Bengal Street Manchester M4 6AF
Tel; 061-236 4086

Telex: 266 393
WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION
MUSIC WEEK
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wholesaler

FULL DEALER

pr,c£

★ ON ALL ALBUMS & TAPES
OPENING
TIMES
TELEPHONE ORDER
841 Harrow F

DESK

:

07

**97155/5255
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SP&S RECORDS

Best Cash
Prices Paid
LPs • Singles • Cassettes
• 8 Tracks
Discreet Service. Buyer will
call to make instant cash
offer
Telephone 04427-5871
04427-71131
Stereo albums 8p each.
Famous artists and labels.
Write COLOSSEUM
RECORDS. 134 S. 20th
Street, Philadelphia. PA
19103, U.S.A.

LPs 15p EACH
EXPORT ONLY
20,000 assorted LP's sold in lots of 1,000 — 15p each or 20,000 for
£2,800.00. Serious inquiries only. Call MANCHESTER, England
061 236-5368/9 as for Rosa.

GliLLDS
Record and Tape bargains for home and overseas
All enquiries; Jeffrey Collins
Warehouse:
1 Fern Court, Hendon Lane,
la Wendover Road,
Finchley, London N3
Harlesden,
NW10.
Telephone: 01-349 1388
Tel: 01-9652626
(Ansafone Service)

ORDERS FROM;
H. R. Ingles
TAYLOR
(BirminKham).
or Saydisc.
I one
Common. Badminton.
Glos.
(045-4-4266).

c
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HIGHEST CASH
PRICES PAID
for LPs, cassettes or 8tracks,
overstocks,
deletions, etc.
NO QUANTITY TOO
LARGE OR TOO SMALL
Contact Mike Campbell
for immediate cash offer
Tel: 01-961 3133.
Telex; 8813067 (HETREC)
CHARMDALE LIMITED
182 Acton Lane, London
N.W.10

DISCS

S. GOLD & SONS LTD.

P

RECORD BARGAINS
■* Always 1000's of Bargains &
Deletions.
' All Top 50 singles and LP's
kept in stock.
" Best Discounts given.
* Fast efficient service.
* Open 6 full days a week.
* Cash and carry or Delivery
arranged.
' Export enquires welcomed.
* Overstocks bought.
Phone, Write or Call.
PEARSONS RECORDS
29. Rawson Place.
Bradford Yorkshire.
Telephone 0274-27845.
Telex 517527.
VALUABLE RARE DELETIONS
OF EVERY KIND FOR SALE AT
RECORD b TAPE EXCHANGE
28 PEMBRIDGE ROAD
NOHING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
(Tel 01.727.3538)
.Also all records and tapes bought,
sold and exchanged ai
90
GOLDHAWK
ROAD.
SHEPHERDS
BUSH.
W12;
40 NOTTING HILL GATE. Wll
28 PEMBRIDGE ROAD.
NOTTING HILL
GATE W.11.

SCARLET BAND RECORDS LTD
CLEARANCE SALE
Moving to new, larger premises.
No lists, no van sales.
Just the cheapest cash and carry prices to save shifting
stock.
Call at:
61 Bideford Avenue, Perivale, Middlesex
Tel: 01-998-0911
9.00am-5.30pm Mon-Fri
We guarantee you 7/ be pleased
you called.

ACCOMMODATION

MIDEM FESTIVAL
Ex. Royal Family 100ft luxury yacht
available for charter. Sleeps eight
comfortably.

Contact;
Tim Williams
Cannes (3393) 38-07-64
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EQUIPMENT
CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533833691
CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film — to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
a RECEIVE DELIVERIES BY RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices
PANMER LTD Telephone01.903.6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.

SEGREGATE!
POP

FOR SALE
8 RECORD BROWSERS 4" 6"
E30 EACH
1 RECORD BROWSER 2" 6"
£10
3 SECURETTE CASSETTE
RACKS
£20 EACH
4 SECURETTE 8 TRACK
RACKS
£20 EACH
2 SERVING/STORAGE
COUNTERS
£15 EACH
JARROLD
182 King Street,
Great Yarmouth 55521
7" WHITE CARDBOARD
RECORD SLEEVES
500 lor £10
1000 for £18
5000 for£75
RECORD ADAPTERS
250 for £2
500 for £3.75
1000 for £6.75
(All P.P. and V.A.T. inclusive
(c.w.o. no c.o.d.)
Trade Enquiries Welcome.
Despatched by return.
R.B.G.
14-20 George Street,
Ashton-u-Lyne,
Lancashire.
Tel: 061-330-6970 or 061-6523408.

DISCS

MIDLAND RECORD
COMPANY
Specialists In Imports, Deletions and Bankrupt Stock.

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT
We have acquired the liquidated stock from C.R.D.
(Continental Record Distributors). These albums and
cassettes will be cleared from our warehouse at greatly
reduced prices.

FOR SALE
3 Tier Record Browsers and
Securette Wall and Free
Standing.
Cassette and 8 Track
Racks.
From £10.
Ring; 01-680-4312.

^ASSlr

Mon-Fri 10.00am-5.30pm
MIDLAND RECORD COMPANY
Chase Road,
Brownhills,
Staffs.

MERCHANDISING

With record dividers from
"SIGNS FAMILIAR"
smiuoiI'. while, plasiic iocukI dividers
wiih smart nlua Icqilile heaflirxjs
(plus trade symbnls in colour il required).
Ufsbeaiat'le prices fasl service Ring or write
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdale, Downham Market,
Norfolk PE389AL
Phone: (03663) 2511 /4.
(Irish customers please
contact: —
August Engraving Co. Ltd.,
9 Burgh Quay,
Dublin 2.
Tel; 783288 or 783325).

DISC JOCKEY CASES
With 4 divisions (or 200 7" singles
in thick sleeves. Sloping lift-off lid,
2 handles. Size 16 W x 12%" x
8%"
Particulars from the
manufacturer:
LGR RECORDCASES
AND CASSETTE
105
Eastern
Esplanade
Southend-on-Sea.
Essex
DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS COMPOSEhS, etc.
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co., 119
Altenburg Gardens. Lonaon sw 11
UQ. Tel 01-223 3315
PVC ALBUM COVERS
LP
size ONLY
per 1,000.
Double
LP size£55.00
from £95.00
per
1.000. 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers also
at
best
prices
(plus
VAT). C.W.O. to:
M & G PACKAGING LTD
53
Pavilllon Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex.
Tel: 0702712381

SERVICES
For all specialised catering, parties,
receptions, fine wmes and gift packs
for the music business.
1
//
t/'
0279 416721

Harlowbury,
Old Harlow.
Essex.

JWartin Studios
OT-SSO aven
ARTWORK'DESIGN
PHOTOGRAPHY
& PRINTING
BROCHURE AVAILABLE
Phono:
01-550 4701 a

Please phone for further details.
SH0WSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
Paper Jackets, Badges
Hats. Car Stickers &
Competitivo Prices
Any quantity undertaken
659Telephone:
FULHAM ROAD,
SW6
731-5056LONDON
or73V4986
RECORD WANTED
CHRISTMAS IS ON
THE WAY
Slock up with these GOLDEN OLDIES From:
OLDIES UNLIMITED (DEPARTMENT Y).
6/12, STAFFORD STREET,
ST. GEORGES.
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE.
XT Illp
SHOW XDDVW ADDV
Hc\ Mr. Christmas
WIZZARD
I w ish it could be ChriNimas* every
davf Picture Cover)
AT 40p
Bl NO CROSBY
White Chrisimas
AT bOp
DANA
It's jroivria be a cold cold Chritiina*
GREG LAKE
I believe in Father Chrismtftsv
JOHNLENNON
Happv Christmas
SI ADE'
Merr> Christmas everybody
Or send for n full lisi of more than a ihousand Co/den Oldies; some as
cheap as 20p each, with mixiuresfor much less.

OFFICE SPACE WANTED

IMPORT SERVICES

YOUNG MUSIC

WALKER FREIGHT SERVICES LTD
London Heathrow Airport
SPECIALIST FREIGHT SERVICE FOR THE
RECORD INDUSTRY
DO YOU NEED A FAST, RELIABLE SERVICE FOR
YOUR SHIPPING OF RECORDS?
We will handle all your import & export requirements.
Orders, Customs clearance and deliveries etc.
If you feel we could be of service to you call:
01-7591457/8/9

BUSINESS COMPANY
Urgently require good quality OFFICE PREMISES,
either on shared basis or as a self contained unit.
Approximately 500 square feet required, preferably
on lease/licence arrangement.
Central London or within easy reach.
PLEASE APPLY BOX MW 579
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Brownhills (05433) 3083
Shenstone (0543 480) 391
London (01)933-2134

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
(Wholesale)
FAST IMPORT SERVICE
In And Around London
CALL NOW
01-656-4070
150 Portland Road. South Norwood
NEW OPENING TIMES
Sunday: 10-1
Mon/Tues/Wed/Thur: 9-6
Friday: 9-7
Salurday: 9-4
Other times . . ?
Ansaphone 01-734 6822
WARRENS 7 STOP
te
16/18 Hollcn Street, W. 1.
(OtTWardourSl) 01-734 6822/3/4
Enquiries: Ask for Malcolm Sharp or Bob Shooman

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE MENTION
MUSIC WEEK
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Product
Manager
Black Music
A Product Manager IM/F) is required to assume
responsibility for the profitable marketing of Black
Music in general and Disco material in particular.
A good ail round experience of product marketing
in the record industry is a pre-requisite of the
appointment as is a genuine enthusiasm for the
product and a real understanding of profit
responsibility.
Starting salary will be by negotiation and excellent
opportunities for subsequent career progression
exist
Please write, giving full details of experience and
achievement to date to:
Stan White,
Divisional Director Personnel
RCA Records,
50 Curzon Street,
RGil
London W.i
RECORD DIVISION

r
lotographer
A fully experienced all round Photographer is required by
EMI Records (UK) to cover portraiture, press stills, live action
and location work
Aged 25+, the successful candidate will possess
Diplomas in photography and be proficient in colour and
black and white and capable of producing liigh quality
negatives and transparencies for printing and reproduction.
Due to the nature of the job, applicants must be willing to
work late on occasions.
We are offering attractive salaries, negotiable in real terms
plus all the big Company benefits.
Please apply with full details to Barbara Rotterova,
Personnel Officer,
EMI RECORDS (UK),
yymi
Seymour Mews House, Seymour Mews,
London W1A lES.Tek 01-486 4488.
. A/T

Experience need not necessarily have been in the
Record business but the successful applicant should
be prepared to work very hard indeed.
You will be joining a growing and friendly company.
A good salary is offered together with an attractive
incentive scheme as well as an annual bonus and
other fringe benefits.
Please telephone: PAUL ROCHMAN, at
ARIOLA RECORDS, 48 Maddox Street, London
W.I, Tel: 01-408-1262.

CARNIVAL
RECORDS LTD

SALES ADMINISTRATION

Discount Records and Tapes
Due to expansion we require
three full time senior sales
assistants with personality and
initiative for our shops in the
Dagenham and Hornchurch
areas
Knowledge of the record
business essential. Excellent
salary, 5 day week, bonuses
etc.
Contact Alan Donn on
Hornchurch 55432.

Managing Director
Could you maintain the hannony in the Licensed
W+
"
An excellent oppom.ni^M a music^vnand«^gOT^
>w arisen within our Licensed
^ap^inrcd applicant, (m/t), «ill
As Secretary to the Manapng Uno. , , ', njin„ iictivincs - including
' involved in a tvide variety of interesting. , fim
jliis vacancy offers
ranging travel, meetings and numerous so .
it involvcs |ia|son
1u
wy opportunity to learn a 1 aspects
ol
'
^
both sides of
on
■th cop level personnel in the ™isicy '^IX^plicimts must he
e Atlantic. In addition to first u lass suu u .
in.J should possess the ability
bptable, able to work under pressure, sociable and shoukl pt
communicate at .ill levels.
,
of discounts plus a
Wc are offering an excellent salary, a u u j'
\V1H he based in
Uidised staff restaurant. In addition to these buutitssc
easant modem offices in the West buf.
to k,ml more, contact
VOU likC

S

^ totSuva, Peisonnel Officer,
Tel: 01-486 4488bxr. 487 oi a /0.

MANAGER/BOOK KEEPER
A vacancy exists within Tandem Record Sales,
representing Chrysalis Records and Arista Records, for a
Sales Administration Manager/Book Keeper.
If you think you can contribute towards running an exciting
Salesforce and have a knowledge of basic book keeping
procedures, then you should apply to:
Peter Battershill
TANDEM RECORD SALES LTD
PO Box 36, Clyde Works,
Grove Road, Romford RM64QR.
Telephone: 01 5977441.

CLASSICAL
BUYER/MANAGER
Required for established London classical record
depariincni in progressive company.
Good salary to right person.

Secretary to the

^

n

C
.c

P.A./SECRETARY

ARIOLA RECORDS
TELEPHONE PROMOTION
ARIOLA RECORDS are looking for 2 experienced
Telephone Promotion staff, who are capable,
flexible, and can use initiative on the telephone in
order to build up a relationship with record dealers.

D

Please APPLY BOX MW 578

ANNOUNCEMENT
Music Week would like to apologise
for any inconvenience caused to
either Virgin Records or prospective
applicants when last week's Virgin
'Positions' advertisement appeared
erroneously printed.
Any outstanding enquiries should be
directed to Sarah at Virgin. Tel; 7278070.

URGENTLY WANTED
Business is booming, filing
is piling, calls await
returning and four hands
aren't enough to handle the
fun-filled daily activities of
managing a major young
rock band.
CAN YOU HELP? Phone
Vanessa 01-723 4053

DISCS

IAN MATHEWS L A.
COMPETITION
Enter the draw to win two days in
Los
Angles
see allIanexpenses
Mathcwspaidin
concert
with toBread,
by Rockburgh Records. Contact the
sales office now for full information.
This competition runs for three
weeks from the 13th November - so
hurry.
Ian Mathews new LP Stealin'
Homo,
Green,
Yellow,Now
Rod,available
Blue andinBlack
vinyl.
£2.15
(an's new single King Of The
Night (In a pic. sleeve)
50p
PICTURE DISCS U.IMITED
QUANTITIES)
STYX
Pieces of Eight
BLONDIE
Parallel Lines
MEATLOAF
Bat Out Of Hell
COLOUR
VINYLS
STEELY DAN
Can't Buy A Thrill (Gold)
DAVID BOWIE
Stage (2LP) (Blue)
£5.95
ELVIS PRESLEY
Puppet On A String (45) Pic.
Sleeve
My Way(Green)
(45) Pic. Sleeve (Red)£1.25
£1.25
£1.25
Little Darlin' (45) Pic. Sleeve
(Gold)
Unchainged Melody (45) Pic.£1.25
Sleeve (White)
£125
+ many more titles in stock.
US IMPORTS
JOHN TRAVOLTA
Travolta
Fever (2LP)
£4.75
SILVER CONVENTION
Best
Of
(2LP|
Inc.
version
of
Fly,
Robin Fly, Save Me, Get Up'n
Boogie etc
£4.75
12" 45's
ROLLING
STONES
Miss You
£1.70
SYLVESTER
Double A (Disco Heat + You
Make Me Feel)
£1.70
Many more arriving daily
BESTSELLERS
LINDA
RONSTADT
2DISCO
Originals
Of (2LP)
£4 50
STUDIO
54
(2LP
feat,
long
versions
of
Disco Inferno. The Tramps. CJ
Co, Devils Gun etc.) £4.80
DEREK
and Clive
Come
Again
BEE GEES
Love Collection
MILLIESoJACKSON
Hurts
Good
SPIRIT
Future Games
THIN LIZZY
Bad Reputation
BOYS
Alternative Chartbusters
JACK
JONES
TV Album
ABBA
Golden Double 121)
£4 25
DELETIONS
MIXED CHILDREIMS PACK
MDP Deletions
0 32p each
AMERICAN
DELETIONS
From 29p each
In mixed packs of 100 — titles
too numerous to mention
Please askLIST
for details
AUTUMN
now available —
thousands of LPs at never to bo
repeated
prices
- ring today for
your copy.
DISTRIBUTED
LABELSChyme.
Rockburgh.
Mulligan.
Burning Sounds, Flaccid,
Chnrmdala.
This
is just
on example
of the
exciting
products
available
Please ask for full details
CHARMDALE RECORD
DISTRIBUTORS
LTD NW10
182 Acton Lane, London
Tel:
01-961-3133/2866.
Telex; 8813067.
EX JUKE BOX RECORDS
Rccnnt from boxes lirrmerf
quantity (Min Sample 200 C26)
P&P -» VAT mc in above price
CWO
SOUND IMPRESSIONS
2^ BLYTH ROAD,
STAFFORD
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FORGET IT'

Head of Credibility-Beserkley Records
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FUN & THRUST
Order from Polydor's own distribution company: Phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR. Telephone: 01-590 7766
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NEW ENTRY
PLATINUM
O (E million salos)LP
GOLDon LPoi
(f.300,000
aftor 1st Jan. '77)
SILVER LP
□ =(£150,000
after 1st Jan,on'77)or
t = RE-ENTRY

i

This Lost Wks. on
Week Week Chart
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
20
1
O grease
Original Soundtrack
1
EMOTIONS
3
2 ^
Various (various)
ANNIVERSARY ALBUM
3 o 25th
3 i
Shirley Bassey (Various)
STAND THE HEAT
2
© CANT
Status Quo (Pip Williams)
4 3

This Last Wks. on
Week Weak Chart
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
U\BEL& NO./DISTRIB.
LEOSAYER
Chrysalis CDL 1198(F)
© Leo Sayor (Richard Perry)
12
31 25
K-Tel NE 1035 IK)
KILLING MACHINE
CBS 83135(C)
2
Judas Priest (James Guthrie)
32 41
Mercury 9102 503 (F)
United Artists
TOURISTS
© BLOODY
8
10cc (Eric Stewart/Graham Gouldman)
SBTV 6014748 IE)
33 26
Vertigo 9102 027(F)
THE DAVID ESSEX ALBUM
CBS 10011 (C)
3
David Essex (Jeff Wayne)
34 40
TO VENUS
16 O NIGHTFLIGHT
Atlantic/Honsa K 50498 (W)
SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
CBS 85074(C)
BoneyM (Frank Parian)
4
5 2
Blue Oyster Cult (Sandy Poarlman)
35 35
ALL
MOD
CONS
Polydor FOLD 5008 (Fl
Whitfield K 56527 (WJ
AGAIN
2
6 24
The Jam (Vic Coppersmith-Heaven)
8 □ STRIKES
36 16
Rose Royce (Norman Whitfield)
K-Tel NE 1033 (K1
16 o IMAGES
EVEN NOW
7 *
Don Williams (Don Williams/Goph Fundes)
5
37 34
Barry Manilow (Roy Dante/Barry Manilow)
Arista SPART 1047(F)
BIG WHEELS OF MOTOWN
Motown EMTV 12 (El
JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE
7 o THE
5
©
32
11
Various
James
Galway
(Ralph
Mace)
8
Red S0a| rl25163 (RJ
38
WAR OFTHE WORLDS
CBS
96000(C)
LIVE
AND
DANGEROUS
Vertigo 6641 807 IF)
21
© Thin Lizry (Thin Lizzy/Tonv Visconti)
22
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
39 37
A SINGLE MAN
Rocket TRAIN 1 (F)
RCA PL 02913 (R)
© STAGE
6
Elton John (Elton John/Clivo Franks)
40 27
David Bowie (Tony Visconti/David Bowie)
LIVE
Atlantic K 50540 (W)
WAVE LENGTHS
20
5
Manhattan Transfer (Tim Hausor/Janico Siogei)
41 46
Van Morrison (Van Morrison)
Warner Brothers K56526 (W)
YESTORMATO
Atlantic K 50518 1W)
SATIN CITY
□
33
5
Yes (Yes)
CBS 10010(C)
42
Various
RSO 2658 123(F)
NIGHT FEVER
JOURNEY TO ADDIS
37 O SATURDAY
44
5
Various
Island ILPS9554 (E)
43
Third World (Alex Sadkin)
Ensign ENVY 3 IF)
TONIC FOR THE TROOPS
LIVE BURSTING OUT
Chrysalis CJT4 (F)
31
□
6
Boomtown Rats (Robert John Lange)
44
JethroTull (Ian Anderson)
K-Tel
ONE
1009
(K)
RCA PL42691 (R)
CLASSIC ROCK
40 GREATEST
20
2 • ELVIS
London Symphony Orchestra (Jeff Jarratt/Don Reedman)
Elvis Presley (Various)
45 53
LIVE AND MORE
Warner Bros. K 56344 (WJ
92 o RUMOURS
46 50
Donna Summer (Georgio Morodor/Pete Bollotte) Casablanca CALD 5006 (A)
Reetwood Mac (Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat)
CBS 86075(C)
Virgin V 2109(C)
MOVING TARGETS"
INNER SECRETS
4
Santana (Lambert and Potter)
47 51
Penetration (Mike Howlett/Mick Glossop)
Jet JETDP 400(C)
Reprise K 54099 (W)
OUTOFTHEBLUE
COMES A TIME
12
53
4
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
Nell Young (Various)
48 49
Vertigo 9102 751 (F)
K-Tel BML7980 (K|
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN
NEVER SAY DIE
6
Black Sabbath (Black Sabbath)
49 52
Brotherhood of Man (Tony Killer)
TROUBLE
EMI International INS3022(E)
Atlantic K 50532 (W)
IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU VE GOT IT
15
Whitesnake (Martin Birch)
50
AC/DC (Vanda/Young)
Ronco RPL203UB)
Warwick PW5045(M)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
EVERGREEN
6
48
The Kinks (Gordon Smith/Neal Palmer)
51 59
Acker Bilk (Terry Brown)
Philips 9199 873 IF)
EMI EMTV 13(E)
LIFE AND LOVE
DON'T WALK - BOOGIE
4
Demis Roussos (Various)
52 36
Various
Stiff SEEZ 4(E)
Lotus WH 5001 (K)
BOOTS AND PANTIES
I'M COMING HOME
• NEW
42
Ian Dury (Peter Jonner/Lauria Latham/Rick Wolton)
53 56
Tom Jones (Various)
RAK SRKA E'S"7 (E)
Lotus WH 5003 (K)
MONTREUX ALBUM
ECSTASY
1
54 Smokie (Michael Chapman)
Various (Various)
Jet JETLP 200(E)
NEW WORLD RECORD
WELL WELL SAID THE ROCKING CHAIR
0 AElectric
1
Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
LifesongLSLP 6019(C)
55 Dean Friedman (Rob Stevens)
EMI CUN 39103 IE)
Chrysalis CDL 1192(F)
GIRLS
PARALLEL LINES
22
© SOME
Rolling Stones (Glimmer Twins)
56 45
22
Blondla (Micliael Chapman)
CBS 82775 (Cl
MR GONE
Ronco RTL2034(B)
BOOGIE FEVER
2
Weather Report (Josef Zawinal)
57 47
Various
K-Tel/Magnet DLP 7981 (K)
AMAZING DARTS
ABC ABCL 5253 (Cl
EXPRESSIONS
Darts (Tommy Boyco'Richard Hartley)
58
Don Williams
A&MAMLH 64732(C)
LOVE BITES
United Artists UAG 30197(E)
TO THE LIMIT
7
Buzzcocks (Martin Rushant)
59 38
Joan Armatrnding (Glynn Johns)
Ronco RPL2033(B)
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Isaac Hayes
IT MAY be five years ago since
Isaac Hayes last played a
concert in the UK, but his
appearance at London s
Rainbow Theatre on Friday
indicated that his music has lost
none of its old magic and
excitement. From his opening
number, a Sevenlic update of
the standard Stranger In
Paradise, to the closing bars of
his last song. Shaft. Hayes
succeeded in weaving a spell
over his audience.
The last few years have seen
Hayes suffer various trials and
tribulations, but hopefully his
latest British appearances could
stimulate his record sales once
more — particularly as he has a
fine new album on Polydor
called For The Sake Of Love.
Back by 30 musicians he
succeeded in conveying a sound
which was almost identical to
the records. Numbers like

C
c
n
Walk On By and Billy .loci's
Just The Way You Arc were
suitably atmospheric. His disco
version of his early hit Shaft
wasn't all that different from
the original version, but
retained every necessary
ingredient of excitement and
power.
It was a memorable evening
for new fans and old. Isaac
Hayes proved that he can still
be a very valid force in the
music scene of the late
Seventies. His stage act remains
one of the most memorable
around.
CHRIS WHITE
Dean
Friedman
THINGS HAVE iinnblcd imo
place very neatly for Dean
Friedman. Two turntable hits,

DISCS
MAJOR WHOLESALERS
PRE XMAS CLEARANCE SALE
Just arrived — over 40,000 LPs/Cassettes on MAJOR UK FULL
PRICE LABELS. Over 300 titles of world famous recording artistes,
orchestras and groups.
Many recent recordings of CLASSICS, JAZZ, POP and MOR.
Prices from 85p eachp
Suitable for special offers and BIG PROFITS.
Come and browse without obligation at our new warehouse.
No minimum order requires — but quantity discounts negotiable.
Our address;
HARRIS & COLORING
Soundrax House, Rear of 239 Edgware Rd.
Collindale, London NW9 6LU
Tel: 01-200-7383 Telex; 923574
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
WANTED
RECORD WHOLESALERS
to make a good profit selling
NEW LUREX SUPER ROCK SEW-ON
PATCHES. LARGE RANGE SOUL
SEW-ON PATCHES
All parts of South and South West England and
Greater London — Display wallets. Repeat orders
despatched same day. Slow sellers exchanged.

sicadily mourning inlcrcst, a
small UK tour planned to coincide with what promised lo
be a first chart single; it all
happened exactly right. And by
the end of his opening gig at
London's Venue last week
there was a happy feeling
around that it probably
couldn't have happened to a
nicer bloke.
An artist prepared to face a
cinema-sized restaurant where
the minimum number of
waitresses is trying to serve the
maximum number of people
and conversation level is strong
competition for the PA system
deserves respect. Friedman
took on a potential chimps tea
party and quickly had it
transformed into an attentive,
highly appreciative, human
audience. He did it very simply
by being excellent. His talent is
genuine, his songs and his way
of singing them are attentiongrabbing, and he knows all
there is to know about live
performance.
The band gave Friedman
exactly the kind of support —
both musically and in stage
projection — he needed. Nice
work all round from Tom
Rossetcr on drums, Pete
Dennis on bass, Jim Ryan on
guitar, Chris Mercer on sax and
Geoff Castle on synthesiser.
The material was mostly from
the two LPs, among the
highlights being Deli Song
(Corn Beef On Wry) which saw
Friedman pull off a very
difficult
"audience
participation" trick. Lydia
proved itself a little gem of a
song in live performance and
sessions si ngcr/song writer
Donisc Marsa was welcomed as
she joined him for Lucky Stars.
Her solo number was perhaps a
mistake — it did not convince
many of her abilities as n singer
and caused a kind of hiatus in
the act which Friedman's own
abilities as a singer were
luckily able to overcome
easily. If the standard at the
Venue has been maintained
through dates in Brighton,
Manchester, Birmingham and
Glasgow this artist can go.
home knowing thai a lot ol
people here realise that a good,
new, long-term act is on its way
up.
TERR1 ANDERSON

For samples and price
PHONE 0283 47009.

fLTCVCR
RECORDS
15 Queen Caroline St., London W6
IMPORTS FROM JAPAN
WHOLESALE
BOB DYLAN
Live in Japan '78
2 Album Set
DAVID BOWIE
Gold Double Special
2 Album Set
CHEAPTRICK
Live in Japan
Single Album
LENNON/ONO
Wedding Album
Single Album
ELTON JOHN
Very Special Collection
Single Album
These are just some of the many JAPANESE
IMPORTS available from us.
SEND/PHONE for lists NOW
FLYOVER RECORD DISTRIBUTERS
01-748-1595
15, QUEEN CAROLINE STREET,
LONDON W6.
Rock/Jazz/Blues/BIuegrass/Nostalgia/
Sound Tracks
TELEX; 89519117G
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His
warmth
came
across
genuine for once, as he and his strongly and his interest in his
band and three vocalists; Quiet
Storm, have enough numbers audience: his two staunch fans
front row were thanked;
under their belts to meet any inthethe
mystery person at Motown
demand. With a little dig at the
all
those
years ago who picked
US style of community dancing
UK No. 1. Tears Of A
so loved — by soul groups, the
an old LP was
Robinson went into Tears Of A Clown off
one of his co-writers,
Clown. Mickey's Monkey, the thanked,
Marv
Tarplin
was pulled out of
superb Just My Soul
Responding and one of his best the band and given his due
new songs, Vitiamin U — and applause. Motown's vicewhat an iniro that title had. It president is welcome here
to come.
almost made up for the lack of anytime he cares
VALFALLOON
encores.
D,

D

Smokey
Robinson
IF SMOKEY Robinson was
worried that his .Monday night
Palladium concert was a long
way from sold out he didn't
show it. And though his smokecoloured leathers were a
surprise to most of the
audience, it was soon forgotten
as the Motown superstar slowly
bin surely re-established
himself as a master of soul.
Robinson changed his opening
on the second night.
It is about a year since his
last UK visit and that was 12
years since the first. Was he
cashing
in on the success of
"77? It's unlikely.
Smokey Robinson is as valid
an artist now as he was in the
Sixties, though all those eargrabbing (bin, in retrospect,
sometimes empty) songs have
given way to a smooth, ja/./y
and sophisticated style. His
undoubtedly Baileys-influenced error of looming from the
shadows and starting with a
ballad was quickly corrected
with a preview of his new
single, Shoe Soul and the
popular Qniet Storm. The
tracks he chose from his

suminer-released Motown LP
Love Breeze were perfect
demonstrations of his skills as a
singer: tricky tempos and
octave jumping were handled
with the ease of long practice
and total confidence; his
relaxed approach was
deceptive; Smokey was
working hard — and winning
over the audience with his
humour and Individual style of
soul balladecring.
One he had their full
attention it was request lime:
Q
n

D
D

KATE&, ANNA McGARRIGLE
Pronto Monlo. Warner Bros K
56561. Producer: David Nichlcrn.
Third album from the highly
talented sisters who impressed
immediately
with their debut album
in 1976. They have not really
capitalised on that early euphoria
but arc still writing refreshing
material and performing it in that
characteristically bouncy style. A
tour would work wonders for the
disc.
BARBARA CARTLAND
Barbara Cartland's Album Of Love
Songs. State ETAT 22. Producer:
Norman Newell. Ms Cartland's
recording debut has created a lot of
newspaper prose and the question is
whether the album sales will live up
to the publicity generated. You're
never too old. they say, and at the
age of 70-plus, the lady—described
as the rich man's Gracie Fieldstackles a selection of love songs
which include If You Were The Only
Girl In The World, How Deep Is
The Ocean and The Desert Song.
She's backed by some very lush
arrangements from the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, and vocal
accompaniment by the Mike
Sammes Singers. And Miss
Cartland's singing? Its fair for
someone who had not sung publicly
for 47 years — she deserves full
marks for trying.
LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY
Queen Of The Night. Salsoul SSLP
1509. Producers: Various. Good
disco fare from Ms Holloway which
should have unrestricted sales
appeal. Tracks include 1 May Not Be
There When You Want Me, Catch
Me On The Rebound and You
Light Up My Life. A great voice
which is given a good showcase with
this package of songs. The singer has
recently played on the support bill to
Smoky Robinson so expect some
sales action.
DAVID KUBINEC
Some Things Never Change. A&M
AMI.H 68501. Producer: .lohnCale.
Singer'songwriter who sang briefly
with Patrick Mora/, in Switzerland
and was a dj in various pans of
Europe. His sour lyrics reflect his
cynical altitude to the music business
and his distinctive vocals arc backed
by the considerable instrumental
talents of Chris Spcdding on guitar
and John Calc on keyboards. Will
need heavy promotion and gigging
to act his name across.
BANDIT
Partners In Crime. Ariola ARL
5010. Producer: Matthew Fisher. A
powerful sound from this rc-formcd
four-piece and if you missed the
original five strong line-up, the hand
debuted on Arista two years ago.
Gerry Trcw's raucous vocals hint
strongly at a Paul Rodgcrs influence
and the other components match his
strong delivery. Perhaps not an
individual enough sound to make a
real impact this time round.
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BARBARA DICKSON
Sweet Oasis. CBS 83198. Producer:
Bones Howe. She has come a long
way since she was singing folk songs
in Dunfcrmlinc clubs. Her
interpretation of Beatles tunes in the
musical John, Paul, George, Ringo
and Bert opened many doors
and she has since sung on the Evita
album, had a single hit with Answer
Me, supported David Essex at the
Palladium and made a number of
TV appearances. This first album
for CBS is another step towards
establishing Barbara Dtckson as a
top selling artist rather than just a
promising talent. With her tight
skilled band she produces several
highly individual tracks, the best of
which arc Jesus Train, St Joan and
her rocking version of Gerry
Raffcrty's City To City. CBS are
going to a lot of trouble to ensure
the album's success.
NOEL COWARD
The Master. World Records SHB
50. A double-album which follows
two previous WR Coward releases,
and which includes all those EMI
recordings by Noel Coward which
have not been available for some
years. The selections here include
Private Lives, Cavalcade and Acc Of
Clubs — there are also several vocal
contributions from another muchloved showbusiness name, Gertrude
Lawrence.
**
SAM BROWN &
ELSIE CARLISLE
The Vocalists. World Record SH
303. Sam Browne died in 1973 and
Elsie Carlisle only last year; World
Records has been delving into the
archives again and released this
album of some of the songs which
the couple were well-known for 30
or 40 years ago. Best-known songs
are I'm Shooting High, Little
Drummer Boy, Little Old Lady and
What Is This Thing Called Love?
Could
** get by on nostalgia grounds.
JAPAN
Obscure Alternatives. Ariola Hansa
AHALH 8007. Dubious title as the
album is neither obscure nor an
alternative — more a collection of
very average passe wave material.
The group tries — and they gig
pretty constantly, but their songs
lack both direction and conviction.
VARIOUS
Great British Dance Bands Play The
Music of Noel Coward. World
Records SH 278. The title tells it
all — revered names like Jack
Hylton and Ambrose perform some
of the macstro's best-loved songs
including I'll See You Again, A
Room With A View and Mad About
The
** Boy.
VARIOUS
Roll Along Prairie Moon. World
Records SH3(»4. A nosialgia
compilation feaiuring Thirties
recordings by Ray Noble, Billy
Cotion, Harry Roy, Lew Stone and
Geraldo amongst others, A slice of
big band history.
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expense spared for

Kate's
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NO EXPENSE was spared by
EMPs imcrnational division for
the launch of Kate Bush's new
album. Lionheart, in Holland
last week.
A 14th Century castle some two
hours drive from Amsterdam was
the chosen venue for the
celebrations. The 120 guests,
consisting mainly of EMI
representatives from Europe, UK
and Canada, also included disc
jockeys Tony Myatt and Kenny
Everett and Kate's parents — Dr and
Mrs Bush, who seemed
understandably bemused by the
whole occasion. And several of the
EMI execs were looking somewhat
"tired" having recently attended the
Queen bash in New Orleans.
After a splendid dinner in the

mediaeval surrounds of the castle,
Kate was presented with the Edison
Award — the most prestigcous
Dutch recording award — by Leo
Boudewijns, president of the
Association
of
Dutch
Phonographical Industries.
Mock mist
Most of the celebrations went
according to plan. But as the
coaches bringing the liggers to the
castle approached the moat, it was
planned to have dry ice swirling
around the water's surface.
Unfortunately account had not been
taken of the prevailing wind and the
mock-mist disappeared before the
charabancs were unloaded. And on
leaving the castle, the set piece
firework spelling out Lionheart was

slow to lighi up — iwo loners ai a
rime causing speculation as to what
might be the end result.
Overheard during the evening:
"For the cost of this they could
record the ne.xi Albion Band LP."
and "This is a bit over the top isn't
it?" and "I suppose we'll be seeing
the film of this at next year's
conference."
Concert tour
Kate, her parents and friends were
whisked back to London by private
jet the following morning in time to
attend the Melody Maker Awards
lunch at The Venue where Kate
received yet another award. In her
own words. "It's amazin'."
PS. Yes, she will be playing an
extensive concert tour early next
year.
An addition
to Dylan

te

j
KA TE BUSH with, from left: Leslie Hill, joint managinQ director of EMI
Mustc Operations; Bob Mercer, managing director of EMI records group
repertoire division; and Ramon Lopez. EMI Records managing director, at the
Kasfeel Ammersoyen, Holland, where Kate's new EMI album Lionheart was
launched this week.
MMMil

folklore
IN THE welter of festivity
surrounding the 25ih anniversary of
the death of Dylan Thomas last
week, one interesting fact of his life
might have been overlooked.
Thomas was one of the few people in
the world who has had a record
company founded specifically for
him. The company was Caedmon
and it is still going strong.
As Paul Ferris reveals in his
biography, Dylan Thomas,
published .recently in Penguin,
Thomas was approached while on
one of his many reading tours of
America by two young women,
Barbara Hold ridge and Marianne
Mantcll. who were so impressed by
the power (if his readings that they
wanted to record him.
They were unable to find a backer
so they founded the company with
their own money and put out the
first of many Dylan recordings in
February. 1952. IS months before
the poet's death. Since then
Caedmon has released a number of
other recordings of Dylan Thomas
works and there are 14 in the
catalogue on album and cassette and
all continue to sell steadily.

WE CANNOT bring ourselves
10 aciually review ibc abysmal new
musical Beyond The Rainbow ai ihe
Adelphi Theatre but suffice to say
that if MCA ever gets round to
recording the cast album it will be a
tragic waste of vinyl in these days of
scarce pressing capacity
On the
other hand Harold Fielding also had
Charlie Girl at Ihe same theatre which
was panned by the critics and ran for
years
And the show is noteworthy
oo
oo
for one triumphantly cringe-making
lyric which goes something like: "If a
priest could'be a Clint Easlwood/hc
would ..."
WHICH WORLD renowned music publishing company
cancelled an appointment with a songwriter's manager because
"the Revox has broken down"?
The new Venue club is
indeed a much-needed and welcome addition to London's rock
music venues, but Dean Friedman's excellent performance there
last week was almost drowned out by the massed sounds of
rumbling tummies of an audience denied food by a handful of
overworked aitresses
Expect announcement of deal between
Chappell and Dckc Arlon's publishing interests which was
partially clinched because of Steve Gottlieb's personal
enthusiasm for talents of writer/singer Gerard Kenny.
EXPECT DENIS Waterman's recording career to blossom under
forthcoming new deal with a major company
Intrepid
Hipgnosis an director Aubrey "Po" Powell flew up 12.500 feel
high Swiss mountain in helicopter to shoot pictures for new
Wings Greatest Hits sleeve
Capitol general manager David
Munns recovering in Hampslead Royal Free Hospital after
scalding accident at home
After starkly explicit choice of
names favoured by new wave acts, Motor Records' band Roger
The Cat is welcome humorous innuendo BBC Radio dispute
means new dj Mike Read seen on TOTP but not heard on his
much heralded Radio One show.
DOOLEY AT MUSEXPO: Miami's specialist team of
convention thieves hit the Konovcr during the first night,
removing tapes, records, booze and the TV set from AFWs office
suite John Ross Barnard's new audio-visual responsibilities at
the Beeb earned him the nickname of Captain Video
first
question for Arista Publishing vp Billy Meshcl after his notably
brief and vauge contribution on getting cover records in the
publishing seminar as "How do yon get a cover record?"
BBC Radioplay Music's .lohn Billingham startled to find man in
his hotel room ceiling. He was working on the air conditioning
quote from ABC Music president Jay Morgenstern during
publishing seminar; "The rich are getting richer and the poor
have to have a hit".
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FOUR WEEKS into the season and
TIVK VKARS AGO
The Music Industry League has its
li & Cs new sales force hits the road
first transfer. For a fee of £25 Kenny
lohn Dummer (|iiils MCA to
At
'ML
Stuart has been nicked from Band C 'shocker'
join Eleklra'Asylum as promolion
Gas/Heath
Levy and is now lining DEREK AND dive's latest offering
manager
A1 Clark joins Rait
on Virgin will he titled Ad Nauseam
up with Magnel/Darls.
Records as press oftieer
Following their resounding defeat and is claimed to he even more
Richard Jaknbowski appointed
by Pye Pirates last week. Different tasteless than the last two collections
Precision Tapes' marketing manager
Records made special efforts to of ineffable ullage. The sleeve too is
lames Fisher joins RCA as
strengthen its team with directors apparently a shocker and the
head of promotional services
AV
Lynlon Guest and Angela Hopwood contents breath takingly unpleasant,
Paul Russell joins CUS as director of
travelling to Carlisle to collect and a Virgin man claims.
business affairs
lohn Gaydon
ensure the appearance of their star
and Alan Seifcrl announce new
goalkeeper classical guitarist and
label. Scratchy Records.
THE LATEST album from Alice
composer
Robin Coulthard.
TEN YEARSAGO
Cooper — From The Inside — is an
Different also added producer Barry
HUGO MONTENEGRO'S Good.
autobiographical story of Cooper's
Murray to its attack and all this paid
The Bad And The Ugly lops the top
bout with alcoholism and his
off
with
a
6-0
win
over
Dccca,
50
Boh While joins CBS
successful cure. Fully recovered, tic
The
season
has
also
been
marred
promolion dcparlmcnl
EMI
toured America 10 critical acclaim Dolly Parton: Heartbreaker
by injuries with the tally so far two
annual report reveals increased sales
ibis summer. The new LP, released
broken legs and one broken arm.
i'nd profits including 49 per cent
by WEA on December 1 includes the A great new album from Dolly Parlon-backed
RESULTS
lilies. Wish I Were Bom lu Bcverley
Increase in MfP sales
WEA5 DJM2
Hills and Inmates (We're All Crazy). by press advertising, and a tour.
Promotion launch planned for new
RCA 0 Pye 10
The ten tracks were written by Album: PL 12797. Cassette: PK12 797. VK 4'* J1|
Nuddah signing Mclanie Sound
Our Price 1 Epic 2
Cooper,
Bernic Taupin and Diel
Of
Music
goes
hack
to
No.
1
on
Ice Records 8 EMI 0
r.albums
11
.hart
^ after
. 185
< or ...vwiL-c
Wat: nor.
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NEW LIVE SINGLE
BREAKING GLASS
ART DECADE
Z1GGY STARDUST
THREE TRACKS
FOR 99p (rrp)
IN COLOUR BAG
FROM THE ALBUM
'STAGE'
Record: PL 02913
Cassette: PK 02913
Single: BOW I
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Telephone orders:
021-525 3000
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